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By letter of 23 ltecenber 1977 the President of the Council of the
Buropean Comunities requcsted the Eurqrean Parlianent, pursuant to Article
43 of thc BC frcaty, to dclivcr an opinion on the propoeals fril th€
Cmission c f the European CmunitiGs to the Council on the fixing of pricea
for certain agricultural products and on certain related o€aaurea for the
l97A/79 narl eting Year-
The President of the hrolrean Parlianent referrod these proposals to the
Connnittee on Agrieulture as the cmnittee restrnnsille and to the Cmittee on
Budgets and the Cmnittee an the Brviroment, hrblic Eealth and Consumer
Protection for their oPinions.
On 14 fecembcr 1977 the Comittee on Agriculture appointed l,lr Eughes
rap;nrteur.
It considered thege protrDaala at ite eetings of 14 llccember L977,
26/27 alanuary, 14 P.ebnrary, 2L/22 Fcbnrary and 2/3 lrlarch 1978.
At its neeting of 2/3 llarch 1978 the mittee adoptcd thc motion for a
resolution and the explanatory stateuent by seventeen votes to fout sith ten
abstentions.
Present. : llr Eoudet, c5aiL"rr' l{r Ligios, vice-thaiman; ltr Eughes,
vice-ctrainni n and rapporteur; lir Albertini, ur Bersani (deputizing for
l,tr Ney), llr BourdellEs, Ur Br6g6gire, l.lr Broanan (dcputizing for l,ir Eunalrlt),
tJtr Brugg€r, l|t Cifarelli, t{r Corrie, llr Doulf, lrir D:rand, ltr FrOr, lrir Eerbert,
tir Eoffmann, Mr Eorrelt, trtr ilo:(e (deputlzing for trir Guerlin), tr Klinker,
. Ittr Kofoed, Mr Lemp, Ur L'Estrange, llr tlltchcll, l,[r tisoni, lir Plrtillo,
l,lr Porer (deputizing for t{r Liogicr) , llr Pucci, Irlr Scott-EoptLna, lir Tolnan,
lrlr Veroneei (dePutizing for ltr Lcnoinc) and l,tr Vitale.
The op.'-nions of the Committee on Budgets and the Comnittee on the Environ-
ment, Publi: Health and Consumer Protection are attached.
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AThe Cc,mmittee on Agriculture hereby submits to the European Parliament
the following motion for a resolution, together with explanatory statement 
.
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION :
embodylng thc opir:ion of the Europcan Parliament on the Proposala from the
Commisgion oil the European Communities to the Council on the fixing of prlcas
for certain , gricultural products and on certain relatcd maasuras for the
1978/79 markt,ting year .
The European Parliament,
- 
having regard to the proposals from the Commission of the European Communi-
ties to the Cou:rcil (co[l (77) 525, 639 and 490 final),
- 
having beerr@nsulted by the council pursuant to Article 43 of the EEC
Treaty (Do:. 479/77),
- 
having reg rrd to the report of the Committee on Agriculture and the opinions
of the Conrittee on Budgets and the Committee on the Environm€nt, Public
Health and consumer Protection (Doc.579 /77) ,
- havlng regard tc the Report on the Agricultural Situation in the Communlty
Ln L977 iooc" 5tO/771 
'
, 
- having regard to the Communl,cation from Ehe CommiEaion of the Europtan
Communities to the European Parliam€nt and the Council on the etocktaklng
of the com'non Agricult'ura1 Pol-icy (Doc. 529/74),
- 
having regrrd to the Commission's Memorandum on the improvement of the
Common Agr Lcuttural Policy (Doc. 25L/73) ,
- 
whereas price policy should contribute to ensuring fair incomes to producers'
reasonable prices to consumers and to maintaining market equilibrium,
- 
whereas.-rgricultural inconres are stitl frequently lower than thosc in other
sectors; wtrereas, moreover, they are extremely unstable and differ widely
frqn one lrlember State and region to another,
- 
whereas serious market imbalances exist in a number of agricultural aectorE,
- 
whereas it has become evident that in a number of sectors price policy alone
cannot bri rg about market equilibrium and reduce regional imbalances in
income,
- 
whereas improvements to market organizations and eff,ective Eeaeures in the.
Etructural sect,or are required in order to achieve a fairer incque to the
family farm, to tmprove market balance and to enaure euppliee to conBuEers
at reasonable Prices,
- 
!,rhereas account must be taken of the relative trends in production between
agricultural sectors and in particular deficit and surplus situations,
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- 
whereas cc.rsideration must be given to the economic policies of Member
States anc international trade policy objectives within the currcnt GATT
negotiations,
General coasiderations 
I
1. Regrets the increasing dtslnrity in lncoRes betwecn ctates and regions 
,
, and the fact that the CAP h as not been eble to ensuro adcquate income_ 'i
to the fanily farm; 
:i
2. Considers that present policies provlde the greater aseistance to the 
i
larger pr>ducers, insofar as thcy can have an uneEral effect on l.argc
and snrall producers;
3. Consiriers that, in certain sectors, price increase! beyond those proposed
bytheCommissionwi11increagetheprob1emofsurp1usproductionandso
make it more difficult to implement the aims laid out in Articlc 39 of the ,
EEE Treaty,
4. Believes that pricing policy alonc will not solve th. problsms of produccrs
in the valious sectore and rcaionel
5. Points ou' that, in certain sectors, the presen! interventign mechaniams
have faile, to maintain market 
-pricee at reaBonable levels, eo undermining r
proriucer:s' incomeg,and therefore nced to be strengthencd;
6. Conaiders that efforta ghould be madc to increaee production ln dcf,lctt
sectors, particularly vcgetable protelns,
I
7. Reaffirms that Community structural poliey for agriculture, with greater
Comnrunity participation in all the more-disadvantaged agricultural areas,
constitutes, together with the price poliey, a major instrument in tackling
some widespread farm problems of the Community and considers that the
Council sl ould, as a matter of urgency and in parallel with the price
dlscussiors, press forward with its work on the Commieeion's proposals to
inprove structural policy;
8. Considers that the EAGGF Guidance Section should be greatly enlarged and
reconstituted in the form of a Rural hrnd analogous to the prcaGnt Regional
Fund; this fund would, by virtue of its wider brief and more comprchensive
perspective, urrdertake agricultural structural reform more quiekly and
effectively, in consequence of properly viewing agriculture as just one
elernent ol the social and economic structure of rural areas of the Commu-
nity;
9. Considers the Commission's proposals to be an important step fonard in
developing a more coherent strategy to tackle the nrain probleme facing
Conrmunity agriculture, particularl-y in vlew of the extension of direct aid
to encourage deficit products;
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10. Is serirusly concerned at the constant breachee of the unity of the
interna. market, which are now no longer confined mereJ.y to sectors that
have not. yet been organized in the Community but are finally affecting L:,
even sectors such as that of wine, for which the Commissiotl propoges a I
minimum price regime, which is a serious attack on the principle of the I
free movement of this product;
1J.. Urges that the Community lnstitutionsdrawuparealleticandcoherentpfan(or
imporcs from Third Countries on the bagis of the difference between what
the Cc:mrunity produces itself and what it requires;
12. Consider s that the Common Agricultural Policy should be modified to pro-
vide Conmunity aid geared individually to the sizeandcharact,eristics of .
farms,theproductivegectorsandthegeographica'1areas,soa8notto
increaae the imbalances between them;
13. Calls upon the Council, in the discuseion of the present price propoaals,
to take their decisions within the franework of a coherent CommuniEy agtL-
culturat etrategy; encourages the Coruiission to take further st,eps to
develop a coherent Community agricultural strategy, ancl bcliev€s that a
more thcrough review of pres€nt eupport mechaniemB must be undcrtaken;
Price proposLlg
L4. Notes that the evolution of the common price is not an accurate indicator
of the effective level of price support in the Communlty; notes also tha,t,
the average level of price eupport expressed in some national currenciee
has increased more rapidly than the conmon price in units of accounti
and that r.he dismantling of monetary compenEatory amounts through the
adjustment of green rates has only partly removed the disparities in
incomes .)etereen the various Community countries regulting frcn currency
disturba rces;
15. Considerrl an overall price increase of 5% to be necessary,
- 
in order to secure a reaaonable income for farmers and to enable agri-
culture to continue to contribute to the revival of the Community's
economic activity;
- 
to prevent special national measures being taken because of extraordin-
ary cos,t inereases in countries with revalued eurrencies;
- 
to perrrit further adjustment of the grecn exchange ratee even in coun-
tries 'rhose currencies tnve been revalued;
16. Reguests that the objective method be refined and raade eaaily urdarctood
by the ordinary farmer, to allow for trends in agricultural incomes to be
more accurately taken account of, and t,o ensure that justice ie eeen to
be done in ft'.t'ure annual farm price negotiations;
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Monetarv Droposals
17. Stresges, however, that, in making grcen rate adjustments, congideration
mugt be given to problems facing particular countries and, in particular,
thoee with both revalorized currencies and high rates of inflation;
18. Believes therefore that the progressive elinination of green ratee is
desirable, consonant with the eeonomic and agricultural problems facing thc
several Itlemter States; further believes that litCAs, whilst a valuable
short-term < ushion against suddrn crcrrency fluctuatione to farmerg in
countries wi th revalued cririLircieJ 6r cbniumera in countries with de-
valued currencies, carise'distoftione-in agficuldurai. tibde ve-ry c!u-i-ctfy;
and accordingly calls foi tfre -elihination of MCAB within trro or three
years at the most;
19. Urges tnat a rapid decision be taken on the Commission's proposal to amend
the price level to be taken into account for the calculation of monetary
compensatory amounts for those Eectors where the market price 1g not detcr-
mined directty by the intervention priee;
20. Notes the Ccnmission'E statement that the present unit of account is no
longer an ac:urate indicator of the effective leve1 of price eupport in
the Community and that the uee of the European Unit of Account in the
agricultural Eector would anable the annual fixing of priccs to be carried
out in a more transparent manner i
21. Urges, therefore, the early introduction of the Eumpean Unit of Account
in the agricultural sector, but in such a way that it does not have an
adverse effect on the internal cohesion of the agricultural market; urgeT
therefore, Elrat the Commission's examination of this issue be completed
guickly;
Veqetable products
22. Conside.rs that the differentiation between cereals of bread-making quality
and those destined for fodder has led to greater market flexibility,
improve.i balance between cereals and a more rationll use of Community-
producerl cereals;
23. Rejects the,iommission's proposal to fix the threshold price at the begin-
ning of the rarketing year in accordance with the llanagctacnt Coamittec
procedure by modifying Artlcle 5 of the basic regrulation No 2727fiSi
24. Stresses the need to establish strict guality criteria for durum wheat
taken into intervention;
25. Notes ttre large quantities of rye being offered for intervention and
believerr that onl'y rye of bread-making quality should be eligible for
interver,tion;
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25. Consilers that measures for rice should be ado;lted at Cmnrurity level
ained at encouraging produetior of tlpes uore suitable to the Eqro;rean
market.: calls, Eoreover, for a rcvi* of .the calculation of the VerccllV
Ihrieburg transport coets ntrich the producGtra consider to be too 1o; t'
27. Eas the greatest reservations about the effectiveneea of the neu systeu of
narket organization for olive oil, sioce it is likely to prove difficult
to implenent and to lead to distortions and abuse; euphasizes the need I
to extend aiC directly to the olive producerl, on the understanding that it
will not be reduced, by naking use of the-oqrerience already gained and
improving the present systen'to reduce the delays in payment; requeats
that the Coomission suhit within tvo yeara a report to the European Par-
liament and the Council on the working of the n* uarket organization
and, in trnrticular, its irynct on thc incooes of producers;
28. Does nc.t believe that the proposed increase for sunflower and cotton seed
and oya is rufficient in vLery of thc unsatiefactory production trends;
29. Believes tha: a variable aid to aoyartnid dccording to yieldrwill give
grcater encorragerrent to the nore efficcnt'produccrsi
30. Ifelcornes the Comission's prolroeals to encourage the Comnunity production
of vegetable proteins and in particular dried foddcr and peae and field
beang, but enpreBa€B conccrn that the nrnbcrs of prduccre taking advan-
tage of the proposals mry be linltcd by thc method of calculating aid and
restrictions imposed relating to the obligition for proceaaora to concludc,
contracts wi--h produccrs i
31. Requests, as regards cereals for fodder, the alignuent of the interventi,qt
prices for g:ain fodder, barley and uaize on the lowcet price, i.c. that "
of maize, wi*-h a view to diecouraging production of barlcy, of which thcrc,
is at present a aurplua, and increaslng thd pricc differencc bctween softs
wheat for fodder andshcatofbread-ralrlngquallty, thua providlngdn lnccntl,vt
to irrproving qualltyand reducing rccourlG to iqrorted paot.in produeta by
making it lese atErictive;
32. Requests that Italy again be grantcd for L978, a reduction in the levy on
cereals for t'odder imported by sea;
33. Believes thar: there are still reasonable grounds for the linited aid paid
to the produ:tion of seedsi
34. Welcomes the fact that premiums paid to varieties of tobacco (Bencventano
and Erzegovina), for whieh there is a persistent imbalance betwcen supply
and demard, have not been increasedi reguests that this new orientation
of policy be maintained as long as required by narket conditions;
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35. Believes that, for fruit and vegetables, there should be a strengthening
of quality criteria for produee intended for processing and the processed
productsi \r*3lcomes, as an hitial step, measures to encourage the use of
approved contracts between producers and the processing industry; andl, considers shat the hierarchy of the processing refunds should be better
I
adapted to the different varieties;
35. Welcomes steps to modify the system of reference prices in such a way
that tney are no longer tied to intervention prices, the aim being to
prevent, Production for the sole purpose of intervention and to improve
the operatior of the system as regards the regutation of imports; a€,
regards citrrs fruits, calls for the retention of the penetration premium
for lemons a: the same level; demande the strengthening of the reference
price system so that it can be effectively respected;
37. Believes that the Commission's'Mediterranean' proposals are an essential
first step towards improving the incomes of the fruir and vegetable and
wine proJucers i accePts the proposals submitted by the Commission for an
increase in the price of wine,; points out that there would be no surplus
problem in this sector if certain non-producer llember States did not prac-
tice an indefensible wine taxation policy, which substantially hinders or
reduces consrmption; urgea the Commission, therefore, to take action in
the field of wine taxation;
38. Expresselt concern that the prceent &lstillatlon syste.r for wine may
encourage Produccrs to rcek quantlty rathar than quality, whereas the
production of quality winea muat be the esgcntlal alrn of policy [n thie
sector;
39. Rejects the prcposal to introduce tha principle of a ninimum
price for wirre marketing, because this is a partial and punitive measure
which is lia'-rLe to result in an excessive increase in distillation costsi
40. Insists on t-re early adoption of a Community regimc f,or the potato and
alcohol markets;
Dairv sector
41. Notes that milk production is increasing despite a decrease in area and
cow numbers and that consumption, apart from cheese, is at best stable;
42. Considers that the Commission's proposals to improve the market situation
of the dairy sector will not be sufficient to reduce present levels of
surpJ.us Prodrction; calls for better incentives to promote diversifica-
tion of dairl products, thereby reducing the production of intervention
products;
43. Points out that a large number of producers are dependent on the milk
sector for their income and have littIe alternative production available
to them;
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44. Believ,:s that regionat special-ization of production should be encouraged
with greater emphasis on grass-based production;
45. Considers it essential that there be measures to encourage consumption,
including a<ivertising and marketing programmest believes that occasional
special sales of butter at a reduced price, such as "Christmas butter",
are valuablr: for their positive after-effects in providing publicity for
stimulating consumption; and considere surPluses can be furthcr reduced
by subsidiz.ng butter sold to socially disadvantaged groups, such as
senior citiz:ens and families on social security;
46. Approves the continuation of the co-responsibility levy and calls on the
Commission to Present, as soon as possible, an init ial rePort on the
application and effect of these measures in the individual ltlember States,
47. Believes that ?reater emphasis should be placed on quality production
and the marlnet:.ng requirements of the export markets;
48. Considers tl at greater aid should be given to cheese production which
repregents ,, Bector for which consumPtion and export poaelbilitlca are
increasirg;
49. Invites the Commission to draw up a systematic plan for the transfer of
powdered milk to, and its direct storage in, regions \^tlEe required, so as
to increase Ehe uge of thie product in fodder for calves, thua reducing
existing stocks; ealls, moreover, fot thie powdered milk to be dcnatured
through the incorporation of an 'lndicator' in order to Prev€nt its uec
as food for human consumption rather than for anj.mal use;
lleat and Pouitr'' sectors
50. Does rrrt be.,.ieve that the present bcef and veal market organization has
provided adequate incomes to producers or rgasonable prices to con6umers
and conai<lere that, duc to the nature of thc markGt' thege alma cannot bc
achieved by a simple Intervcntion gvatem;
51. Believes, therefote, that as a preliminary step the Commission's proposals
for a limitt,d direct Palment system by means of variable premiums ehould
be introduc,ldr ao as to enoourage consunPtion and safeguard the lncomeg
of producer', of beef breeds;
52. Recalls the Commission's intention
inter-profe, rsional organizations in
EuroPean Parliamsrt's request that
minimur'r of delaY;
to introduce proPosals to encourage
the poultry and egg sectors and the
such proposals be forwarded with the
53. Insists that free trade in sheepmeat within Ehe Community be assured on a
non-discriminatory basis and that this be an integral part of any sheep-
meat regime,' urges the Council to adopt at an early date a Community
regime for the market in sheePmeat;
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54. Considers ttat food aid progranrmes, particularly for butteroil and
cereals, shculd be increased further, on a mUlti-annual basis, and
integrated in the agricuttural development planr of the beneficiary
canntries.
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I. rxaxourerlqr
B
EXPI.EIATORY S]IATBIEIT
PAEI (IIB : EOLICy O&rEIIIIIES
Aaaual- pric,r p,roosalg : rnlDoao and ilDict
1- The comission'strrice prqrcsals have a troford purroa. :
(a) to lnrt:-alIy cqtensate t,he i".ri"g lngrlation for increases in costs and
so maintail incme trends in the agricultural sect,or relative to those i-n
ths nc-agrricultural sectorsi and
(b) to bring about a better balance in produc*ion and so restrain t-he tend+
cy of a nrubor of markets to 
€xce€d-ltte requiraenti of thc iI(--t:E'rEa---]
availab]-e raternational earketi.
Theee ai-ns are in line with those laid down for t}re cmsr Agrlcrrltural
Policy in ArEicle 39(1) of the EE Treaty, nirich ara :
(a) to increage agricultural productLvity;
(b) to etlsure fair standards of living for the agricultural cmunity;(c) to stabilize narkets;
(d) to assure the arrailability of sutrtplies; and(e) to ensure that supplies reach conaunera at reasonable prices.
2- At the same ti.ue, agricultural policy must be set in the wider c@t6:rt
of the objec:-ives and policies currently pursued by the comunity and ltenber
States in thr econmic, monetary, social, regional and international apheres.
one courd me-rtion, without trying to estabrieh a cmplete inventorye the
following :
- 
tha neceasity to contribute to the fight again*inflation;
- 
the degirability to ruaintain axpenditure on agricultural policy within
accelrtable limits, particularly in vierr of the fact that increages lfr ,thc
EAGGF budget have led to attacks in eertain quarters upon the very princi-
ples of the Cmon Agricultural policy;
- 
the pressir g need to contribute to reducing unemprolment;
- 
the necessrty, in order to maintain the stability of the comunity, to limit
monetary divergences betweon lienber statea, to reduce regional imbalances
and to bring about greater efficiency through increased specialization; and
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-to
by
of
stimulare the world economy, presently gripped by the world recession,
generating an increase in trade, particularly by aiding the development
the Third World.
It is in terms of these overall objectives that the Community's price
policy and modifications to market organizations must be judged.
Gen era I out Lne__el__pr_ep_eE-el-g
3. The Co.nmission proposes an overall price increase of 2% with slight
variations for the individual products, the price increasee for certain pro-
ducts being higher (oilseeds 4%, pigneat 3%) and those for other products
being lower (beef and veal 1.25%, sugar L.L6% and dairy products between 1.3%
and 1.9%) .
4. The objective method, which is employed by the Community as a guide in
its price proposals, provided for an increase in price of 4.2%. Hovrever, in
view of the difficult economic climate, and in particular the high ratee of
inflation su:fered by the majority of the llember States, as well as the surplus
situation on a number of principal agricultural markets, the CommisEion
believes !h1t it is appropriate to propose the lower increase of 2%.
Taking into account trhe proposed modifications in the green monetary
rates, the overall increases would be in the region of 3% with the impact,
of course, between the l,lember States differing and national prices being
further modified as follotvs :
DI{
Bfrs/Lfrs
FL
FF
Lir
€ 
(sterling)
€, (Irish)
DKr
Green rate chanqe
- 1.r43 ./.
- 0.203 ./.
- o.2o2 ./.
+ 2.6 ./.
+ 2.O39 ./ .
+ 8.1 ./.
+ o.29L ./.
Combined effect
qreen rate andprice chanqes
1.0
2.O/t.7
6.7
5.7
8.1
10 .3
2.O
2.2
5. The Commission further proposes to introduce market organizations or
special measures to improve the Community supply of vegetable protein, in
which there is a substantial deficit in the Community : processed fodder and
peas and field beans.
6. In addition, the Commission proposes important J.mprovements in the market
organizations of a number of products, in order to help the l,lediterranean
regions : olive oil, fresh fruit and vegetables, processed fruit and vegetables
and wine.
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II. PROBLWi MCNG Tre Cffiff AGRICE
Successes and failures : price stabilitv but the familv farm disadvantaqed
7. The Commission's proposals mustbc judged in termg of their contribution
both to the aims outlincd in thc opening paragraphs and as to whether they
aPPear as part of an overall strategy to fulfil budgctary, economic and social
requirements.
8. Paradox-..cal though it may seem to the British and lrish, one of the
striking suc -'esses of the Common Agricultural Policy has been the degree of
success it htrs achieved in bringing about stabiJ-ity of prices of agricultural
produce.
Trend in prices 197fI975 (% chanqe)
food c drink agricultural
products
Germany 5 .4 6.9
Net.herlande 7 .2 5.8
Be - gium A.2 I .1
Lu: embourg 8.8 7.8
France 9.5 9.5
Denmark 9.7 10.4
ItalIT t3 'O L4.9
Ireland 14.5 L7.7
United Hingdom 15.L L7.9
9. At the same time, the Common Agricultural Policy cannot be considcred to
have tackled the problems of surplus procluction in a number of major sectors,
nor has it p: ovided the smaLler family farmere with an adequate ineome. ltorc-
over, it appears to have contributed to increasing the regional disparities
between the more developed and the less developed agr-cultural regions of the
Community. In sum, it can be argued that the process, whereby the rich and
favoured have become richer and more favoured and the poor more disadvantaged,
has been reinforced.
The essential aim is to maintain agricultural incqnes at a reasonable
level. The problem is the choice of the appropriate instruments.
National inc,me disparities
10. Present policies have dcne little to reduce the ilisparities in the
agricultural develotrxnent and incqnes between lrtember States. In some l.lember
States agricultural incones can be as lolrr ae one third of that in other
Member States.
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11. '!he l.lember States may be divided into four groups :
(a) Belgium and the Netherlands, which are far ahead;
(b) Luxembourg and the United Kingdom, which follow closely;
(c) France and cemany, which are further behind but remain above the Comrnunity
average; and
(d) Ireland and lta1y, with an ivsragc inconre of onc thtrd of that of Belgiutu
and tha Ncthcrlands.
Reqional disparities in income
12. However significant the differences in national agricultural incomes,
the regional disparities in incqne (reflecting the tlpe of production, sizo
of holding aed location) are even greater than the national disparities,
being in the order of magnitude of I to 11 within the Corununity as a whole
and 1 to 4 vithin individual countries.
wit tee tr
ctcd examplee - 100 = whole cqrntry)EE
Germanv
Schleswi.g Holstein
Rheinlatrd - Pfalz, Saarland
France
Region .'arisienne
Champagrle I
Limous in
Italy
Liguria
Lombardia
Molise
united 'll4gggtr
N Engta rd )
IE Enqla'rd {
')
w England )
Wales
L972/73
134
90
388
247
50
16s
t5?
54
108
74
L975 16
138
80
2t6
279
59
t26
193
43
]-29
111
86
6t
I Oefirred here s5rnply as cross Value Added at factor cost per Person.
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13' rncome disparities are still considerabre between types of farm. From
1959 to 1975 the difference between the lowest and the highest incqne persisted(1 : 3 instead of I : 2.9) and in absorute terms it roEe from 3,roo to g,4oo
EUA.
rndices for 1975 of incornes show that the highest incomes were forgeneral agriculture (189), pigs and poultry (152) and horticulture (l-25) 
.
This group !{as followed by a second containing farms combining pigs andpoultry and arable crops (1lo), or vice versa (105) rnd those combining pigs
and poultry and grazing stock (120) or vice versa (1OO).
Those farnrs specializing in, or includirg, fruit and vines, and situated
mainly in th: Mediterranean regions of the community, were at the bottom ofthe scale (6) 
- 4L) .
L4. The tre:rd in agricultural incomes variee considcrably, depending upon
the tlpe of production and can be divided into two groups :
(a) those with regrular trends in labour income. : gen€raI agricurture,
horticulture, fruit;
(b) those with very irregular income trends : cattle, pigs and vines.
Even where the index of the increase in income may bc similar, income
growth in absolute terms varies considerably :
1969 L975 Absolute chanqe
Cattle - milk 22OO EUA 55OO EIE 34OO EIB
General agriculture 4ZOO IIIOO 6900
Pig farms 47OO t25OO TBOO
This illustrates the probleme for the management of the agricultural
policy as an instrument to assure adequate incomes to aII farmers and to
reduce dispasities in inccrnes.
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III. SURPLUS PRODUEIION
Increasinq b
15. Iuoreover, the budgetary cost of the agricultural policy has increased
rapidly in recent years.
Expenditure on EAGGF (u.a.)
t973
3 ,914, 600
L974
4,L56,546
L975
4,724,4OO
t976
5 ,570,000
L977 1978
7 ,2O2,600 g,562,25O
16. The pro:lems which the Community has faced in maintaining a balanced pro-
duction in t-re principal agricultural sectors will be dealt with in greater
detail when uhe individual- products are considered at a later stage in this
rePort, but l:he nature of a problem can be demonstrated simply by shorring the
size of present stocks.
Product Amount of stock Stock as percentageof production
Stock as percentage
of consumption
Butter
Skim milk
povrder
Sugar
Olive oil
Common wheat
Durum wheat
BarIey
Maize
2 50, OOO1
1,116, OOO1
2,2OO,OOO2
6,2OO3
A6,000,000 '
r, 600,000
I,5oo, oo0
2,4OO,OOO
L4
55
20
9
15
40
5
L7
16
60-(46s) 5
Aqricultural surpluses : structurally determined
L7. There exists a combination of factors, found only in the agricultural
sector, which leads to surplus production, which can be defined as being
structurally determined and intractable of solution.
(i) There are O,3OO,OOO farmers6 and no'one can control the market. The
agricultural sector therefore is the only one where the conditions of
competition between producers make it rational for each producer to
increase his production in order to i.mprove income, even though this
may be contrary to the interests of the farmers as a whole.
I 
,"*r'*"a*n and private
' Q,r..,aities available for3 lrrt.rr.ntion stock
4 off-f.r* stocks
stocks receiving aid
export
5 
"or,"r.ption at full market 
price
6 tglo : 6,3o8,ooo non-salaried
workers in the agricultural sector
and 2,426,000 salaried workers
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(ii) The rapid rate of technological change, and the resulting increase in
productivity (subject to the obvious climatic variations), lead to
greater output. Increased output is mainly due to improvementg in plant
and breeding develolmcnt and increased use of fertilLzeta and inprovad
fcedetuff,E,.'rather than to labour and Iand, which have reduced'
(iii) The ir come elasticity of demand for agricultural produce is lor for thE
basic products, such as bread and potatoes, and may even be negative.
The exceptions are meat, cheese and kindE of freeh fruit and vegetables.
The result is that as inccrne increagas, expenditure on the basic producte
wiII remain etable or decline. one can say, furthermore, that variationE
between countries and changes in consumer preferences will have a greater
impact than simple elasticities of demand
(iv) Similarly, the price elasticity of demand is lcrvr, so that price increases
and redtctions have little effect on consumption, with again the possible
excepticn of meat, cheese and kinds of fresh frult and vegetables. There
are, horr'ever, price bands within which demand elasticities are low, but
beyond which sudden and violent changes in dqrard will occur. This hag
bean demonstrated recently by the impact of sharp price increaEee on the
consumption of coffee and potatoes. In the case of potatoes, in certain
countries, part of the consumption has gone to other products and will
not return readily or automatically.
This situation is particularly true for the United Kingdqn, whlch is in
an anome lous position in that it has not benefitad from the price
stability enjoyed by the Cmrnunity of sixl. Ehe successive increase in
prices following acceEsion and monetary instability have led to a signif-
icant decline in consumption of a wide nrlnber of producte, particularly
dairy products.
(v) Greater marketing efficiency and the development of eubstitutes has led
toadecrease in the deraand for agricultural products.
(vi) The ability of agriculture to switch the pattern of production iE limited
(oqaE the economists prefer to say, the supply elasticity of agricultural
output j s 1or) . Costs are mostly fixed and cannot be used in other sec-
torsi price reductions in the short term therefore have litt1e iqract
on production. Similarly, price increases attract only a few new means
of production though the effbct is greater than with a price decrease2.
The result of these factcs is that there exists -nechanigms leading to a
disequilibrium rather than to an equilibrium.
See table on Page 3.
It is comnr)nlf argued that, in the event of a
uould incr:aee production to maintain incmre.
evidence trat thiE is true.
price decreage, farmerg
![herc is no available
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18. These factcs are particularly evident in the dairy sector, where there
are a large number of producers in fee competition and where price elastici-
ties and income elasticities of demand are Iow. Technological progress is
high and the room for expansion is considerable in a number of Member States,
as is shown by the differenees in yiel-dl given below :
Ne'-herlands
De.rmark
United Kingdom
Belgium
Germany
Luxembourg
Italy
France
Ireland
1966
4269
3978
rcza
3675
364A
3379
2757
2A55
3345
L976
4777
4561
4427
3610
4108
3571
3L67
3260
2968
There irre, moreover, considerabLe differences between l{embei Statee in
stocking ra'-.es and in other important factors such as size of corEheds. If
Member States with lower stocking rates and smaller, older ccrrsheds were to
reach the Community averalre, a further considerable increase in production
would result.
19. If atl l,tember States were to 
".fri..r" the Community averaga, a considerableincrease in milk production would result and Member States are developing
Programmes to achieve this aim. One example has been givan recently where
in Britain l.he average yield was increaEed from 950 gallons per cov, per year
to L,437, pt.rely by feeding the cows to their maximum production potential.
If such a te.rget output were achieved by Irish farmers, it would reEult in an
increase in milk output fron 572 mil-lion gallons 5rr 1975 to 2,270 million
gallons by 1980.
At the same time milk consumption in the United Kingdon has dEclined to
its loruest level for at least five years, following the recent price increaseg.
To add to the potential disequilibrium, there is a decline in the birth
rate i:n EuroPe leading to a reduction in the numbers of chiLdren under 5
years of age, the category shov,ring the highest level of rnilk consumption.
Theref,ore, v,'hile the per capita consumption may not fall, total milk consumtrr
tion wiII.
- It should he noted that differences in yield per lactation may be less thandifferences in yield per cow.
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N'. POLICY AU{S AND INSTBI'!ffiNT$
An overall atrateqv reqqired
20. Thc driry reetor is tho nolt atriking axamplc qf the policy implications
of a product for which a ehronic market balance exists and on which a high
proportion of thc farminE Populetion depende for lts livelihood with tittle
protpact of finding an alternative.
This situation exista in a nunber of the principal agricultural sectors
beeaugo of :
- 
the inherent tendency to crcate aurplua indapendent of ghort term agricul-
tural price incrcaaes; and
- the lack of growth or evtn dccline in conaumption of a number of basic
agricultural Products .
At the same time, the Conmunity's agricultural policy must have the
courage to face up to the cxtrenely serious and ever more pressing social
problems :
- the growin'J regional and national disparities in agricultural incqnc; and
- 
the inabil lty of present agrieultural policies to provide eufficient income
for the smnller familY ftrmorg.
It clearly follols f,rom the points made above that an overall strategy
le required to deal with the four nsin problons faeing the common Agricultural
Policy.
Here the Comnunity ie faced with the basic dilemma : the present policies
provide the greatect aid to the largeat producers who need it least; but if
the emaller '>roduccrs ar€ hclped more directly, this may elow the structural
improvemcnts conEidcrod eesantial to maintain the incorne of the agricultural
sector ae a v/hole.
Any strategy must ineludc a choice of the appropriate mLx of instruments
aeeording to policy requirements, to eneourage or discourage production of
partieular products, according to their social effects.
The neceEgitv to Eupport aqricultural incones
2L. The prol.lem of maintaining agricultural incone at a reasonable level
presenta inhrrent difficultles in all regions of the world. The aim of
maintaining larity in the development of incones faces an init ial difficulty
due to the varying ratee of the cross Value Added in ':he agricultural and
the non-agricultural gectors.
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Even !.rit.h output per head increasing at an equal rate in the agricultural
and industriirl sectors, the vaLue of total- agricultural produce is likely to
fall relativ: to the value of total- industrial product. The resulting shift
in the'terms of tradd'means that over time the farmer must offer a greater
quantity of irgricultural produce to secufe an equal amount of industrial pro-
ducts. consumers in the non-agrJ,eultura} sector will be able to purchaae
thetr food requirenents at a relatlvely lotrer coat exprccsed ln valua of their
hourly wage earning-s;: if th" trend cmtlnues, farmers will euffer a'droi2 in
real income.
There al.e two ways for farmers to come near to achieving and maintaining
inccnres comptrrable to those in other sectors :
(a) by direc., inccrne grants or by price support for agricultural produce; and
(b) by contraction
by a reduction
22. It has been clearly shown that there
achieved by price policy in affecting the
of
in
groduction, either through restrictions on production or
the farming population.
Since it is unlikely that the farming population will contract at a
sufficient rate, particularly in a period of recession and high industrial
unemplolzment, some form of action will be necessary.
No amour.t of efficiency, nor a sustained growth in productivity, on the
part of the i gricultural sector will be likety to maintain ccrnparable incomes;
even in the,,ase of a contraction of the agriculturat population, action
would be required to ensure a smooth transition of the l-abour force.
Choice of--instrument
It is also true that Price PoIicY
production from one product to another.
The smaIl farmer, for examPle, has
patterns. For the small farmer in the
there is little alternative to miIk.
are limits as to wrtat can be
level of production.
relatively ineffective in directing
The production trends by sector confirm the relative lack of land
mobility within agricu}ture. It is extremely difficult for farmers to
improve incomes by increasing the production of one product in relation to a
another, in liew of substsantial investmente requlred for the larger farmers
and the stru(tural restrainte of the smaller producer. The optiona open to
the majority of farmers are limited, particutarly the most diefavoured by
climate, geography or structure.
1S
a few alternatives
northern countries
its production
the community
in
of
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The possibilities for substitution are limited, without direct aids,
between animal and vegetable sectors, and even between dairy cowE and beef
cattle. On the other handr within crops, particularly wheat feed grains and
augar beet, e much higher level of substitution appears to have taken place.
23. The mort important factor in influencing production trendE is not the
support pric,es, but the producer prices. ThiE indicates that, where attantpts
are made to influence the use of agricultural land, ue much attention Ehould
be trnid to the effectiveness of the market organization and management of trnr-
ticular sectors, as to intervention price levels. In fact, the effectiveness
of the market organizations varies considerably, and not only between those
employing a price intervention system and thoEe employing less developed
price guidance mechaniEms, but also between the sectors benefiting frort
interventior. policies. For productE such as butter, Elgar and, to a leeser
extent, cerr alE, the high degree of market fluiEity and the rigidity of the
interventior mechaniEms mean that markct prices generally will not faII
significantly belor the i^ntervention price. For other Products, such as
beef and veal, the reverse is truE. In the pork eector, intervention pricea
are fixed but intervention buying is not employed.
24. Given the limits of price policy aE an instrument to direct agriculturaL
producticr, and the need to regulate carefully intervention so as to EuPPort
agricultural incomes without slowing dor.rn structural development, a much
closer look must be made at the tlpes of support mechanisms currently employed
by the Commr n Agricultural Policy. There are five PrinciPaL mechanisms :
(a) price srrpport through intervention buying;
(b) incqne support through direct lnlments;
(c) limits on production;
(d) increaEe in consumer demand; and
(e) improvements in marketing arrangements so as to narrolv the gap between
the farm gate and the prices to consumers.
25.. Each ir.strument has disadvantages as well as advantages.
(a) Interver tbn buying : in most cases this is the least expensive policy to
operate in terms of the Community budget, excePt, that is, where dsnand
is elastic, as in the case of the more expensive foods, such as beef,
cheese and eertain fresh fruit and vegetables. Open-ended intenrention,
however, is ]-ike1y to lead to excessive surpluses and, along with
protectionism, will inevitably lead to prices above world levels. ![ore-
over, such policy will do little to halp the small farmers.
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(b) Direct incsne payments : this is likely to be more er(pensive than market
intervention, except in the case of products for which denrand is rela-
tively elastic, such as beef, cheese and certain fresh fruit and
vegetab-es. Such a policy is more IikeIy to help the smaller family
farmer a-nd to reduce disparities in national and regional agricultural
incomes. On the other hand, such a system may act to Elow dovrn the
desire to increase the size of farmg.
(c-)- l,Inl-ts-on production :' this is one-E the mosE-EEEectiva instruments for
restraining surpluses and maintaining agricultural incomes and is also
likely to help the smaller farmers in peripheral regions. But these aims
will be achieved at the expense of an increaEe in efficiency from special-
ization and may restrail the trend towards largar holdings.
(d) Increase in consumer demand : this aim is the most difficult to achieve,
but the achievementE of the !4ilk litarketing Board in maintaining sales by
means of publicity campaigns and marketing tedrniquee provide some evideneo
as to what can be achieved by marketing methods. The same aims can be
achieved by directly subeidieing conaumer prices. Ihe co6t, however, ia
high and can only be justified in exceptional caEeE where stiff price
riseE may Lead to a faII in consumption which may not be subsequently
recoverel. The situation of the dairy market in the United Kingdom is
a case wllre consumer subsidies are justified, since dsnand has dropped
sharply follor.ring a series of price increaees.
(e) Increage in efficiency : such a policy will do litt1e to improve the
income of farmers since the benefit will largely accrue to consumers and
agricultural incomes may even be decreased.
26. The choice of instrument will largely depend on a balance of political
choices concerning objectives : whether to minimize extrlenditure, protect the
emaller farmar, reduce regional discrepancies in income or benefit the con-
sumer.
The last three instruments (limits on production, increaEes in consumer
dsrrand and increase in efficiency) can only be seen as supplementary instru-
ments to reinforce the major policies of price and/or income support. The
choice between price or inccrne supports will l-argely depend on the individual
product and in particular on the price and income elasticities of demand.
The more elastic the demand, as in the case of such products as beef, cheese
and certain fresh fruit and vegetables, the more appropriate it will be to
choose a systenr of direct income support. This is also true where the
degree of se lf-sufficiency iE low, and where it is considered deEirabla to
encourage a new product or to protect the ccnsumer.
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V. I}iPROI/EIEfT If, IEE BAI4NCE OF PSOIIETIOT BEtllEBI SEETORS;
Produstion patterns : develoments
27. One priocilnl objective of price policy, together with nodifications in
uarket organizations, should be to bring about a better balance in production
between agri:ultural products. The develo[nents in production of the prin-
ciln1 products ghould be examined, go aa to ostablist ntrcther they are in
line with the requiraents of thc Cmunlty.
2A. fire changes which occur in the utilization of agrieultural land consti-
tue one clear indicator of the intrnct of policy on product,ion. Tlere arer.
however, difeiculties in identiflzing trends, particularly il viw of the
faet that chrnges in land use nust be seen against the background of a steady
decline in t-re total agricultural areal.
29. Despite these difficulties, a number of longer teru trendg in land use
can be identified.
The decline in the arablc land arca of thc Cmunity haa bccn halted
gince L974' while showing sllght variatLons fr@ year to ycar and fron country
to country.
A continuing decline in meadow and pemanent pasture is evidcnt, a 2.3%
decrease frot 197O to 1974. Ttre declinc in 1975/76 vzaa not very significant
in cmparisor with the previous year, but rr'as naintained in all ti[ember States,
except Italy and Luxembourg.
The wtreat area increaeed in 1976 throughotrt the entire Connunity.
The maize area in France in 1975 dropped by one third cmtrnred to the
area in L975.
A subste.ntial increase in the area under sugar beet, following the
increase in sugar quotas and price increases for beet, r*as recorded.
The areir devoted to green fodder fell from 13% in 1975 to 11% in L976.
A steady decline in tre area under potatoes in alt ltember States, follor.r-
ing the reduction in consumption in reccnt decades, was reversed in 1976.
- fhis decline has slorred dor.m sinee L975, probably as a result of the
recession a decrease of 0.1% in L975/76 as against 0.6% in 1968-19761.
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30. Land usc trends confirm, therefore, the relative immobility of land use,
except for s.rgar beet which wilt increase substantially according to changes
in the maximrm quota.
31. For other sectors, trends muet be seen against the overall decline in
land uee. In the United Kingdom, Germany, France and Denmark, arable land
decreased at a lower rate relative to pasture, while the reverse is true for
Benelux and ltaly.
32. In more detail, one can note a slight increase in the cereal area in
France and G-.rmany, a significant increase in most Irlsnber States in oilseeds
and green foJder, and important decreases in dry pulses and fruit.
Principal products 
- 
utilized aqricultural area
% chanqe 1976/1968
Arable land Pasture Pcrmancnt Cropg TotaI
France
Germany
United Kin<'dom
Denmark
Netherlands
Belgium
Luxembourg
Italy
Ire land
- 0.3
- 0.6
- o.7
-1
- 
1.4
- t.4
- 
2.7
- 0.5
- 0.8
- 0.8
- 1.8
- 0.8
- 
0.3
0.5
0.3
- 0.7
- o.2
- 1.6
- 
4.5
- 
6.2
- 
8.3
1
- 0.3
- 0.3
- 0.5
- 0.4
- 0.9
- 
0.7
- 
0.5
- 1.3
0.1
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Principal products 
- 
utilized aqrieultural area
% c}ranqe 1975/L96A
Pasture Cereals Root crops
POtatOeS qt'Fnr
beet
5.3
5.3
- 
0.8
3.7
0.8
0
1
3.8
o.2
- 0.1
OiI seeds
E?
3.8
19.5
11.7
o
o
22
7.2
- 0.8
- 0.5
0.3
- 0.8
- 
0.3
0.5
- 
0.8
- 
1.8
o.2
0.5
- 
1.8
- 
6.8
- 
1.6
- 
2.3
- 0.4
-1
- o.8
- 0.3
- 
5.8
- 
6.1
- 
6.5
0.9
2.5
- 
4.9
- 
2.9
- 
2.8
- o.3
- 
5.1
Green
fodde_E
1.1
0.6
2
10.8
1.9
2.6
- 
1.2
- 2.2
- 7.2
0.5
- 7.4
- 
4.L
- 
8.3
0
- 
4.8
t4
- 
2.7
- 
1.6
- 
5.1
- 
6.3
o
-2
2.2
0.6
1.5
0
0
o
Fruit Vines Forest
I
N{
I
Germany
France
ItaIy
Netherlands
Belgium
Luxembourg
United
Kingdom
Ireland
Denmark
EUR 9 0.5
tt{
UlN
oA{
t-fi
lJ.5
Production
change
Area/nos. Se Ifsufficiency
EEC entry price
as ?6
of world price
Human
consumpt ion
% change
Human
consumptionper head (%)
L976/L968 t976/L96e L96A/69 Ls74/75 L968/6e L97 6/77 L968/te75 1968 1975
4:r:-:rs (exc1. rice)
Wheat
Durum wheat
Rye
Barley
Oats
Irlaize
Rice
Hops
Potatoes
Sugar
Fresh vegetables
Fresh fruit (excl.
citrus)
Citrus fruits ,
Wine
Tobacco
2.7
4.3
1.5
L.2
- 
4-A
2.5
- 
1.3
- o.2
2.6
4.7
- 0.5
- 
1.22
- 0.1
- 1.5
- 
3.9
3.5
o.7
3.4
- 4.7
3.6
2.7
85
94
100
103
96
45
100
a2
98
80
91
106
96
104
96
56
83
100
95
94
79
43
103
195
2L4
L97
178
r38
355
204
145 1
L47
r63
L79
r63
0.1
0.1
- 
L.4
-4
8.6
- 
1.1
1.3
0.6
- o.7
o.2
g5
76
5
90
36
99
55
5I
83
74
4
3
3
80
38
99
60
23
50
t
N
@
I
t tsztTtarutd
UIN
o
.A{
rt
P.5
Product ion
%
change
Area/nos. Se Ifsrf f iciency
EEC entry price
as /"
of world price
Human
consumPtion
% change
Human
consumptionper head (%)
t976/L96A t976/L96A L968/69 L974/75 L96A/69 t976/77 L96A/L975 1968 ]-975
Fresh dairy pro.l---- 
IWto1e milk powder 
iSkrm milk powder i
Concentrated milk I
cheese I
Butter 
IEsss I
Itteat - total I
Bovine - total 
IBeef 
I
vear I
Pork I
Poultry 
ISheep and goat 
IOils and fats total 
IVegetabl: oils) coLza/ra
and fats ) gturflowe
Animal oils and fats 
IFish oils and fats I
olive oil I
0.8
1.3
532
rPe)r
4.3
1.9
3.7
2L.7
^-2
0.4
1
1.9
0.4
1.7
24.5
100
99
92
19
95
95
LO2
101
56
10c
230
135
L42
104
100
100
97
100
99
106
99
103
65
42
24
81
22
35s
504
L37
169
134
203
173
57L
401
L92
L25
L27L3
207L
U.I
4.7
0.6
1.3
2.4
0.6
o.52
o.52
- 
0.12
9
6
13
69
24
28
10
3
LVZ
11
6
L4
76
25
23
2
33
l2
3
20
t4
5
I
I
,,N;ro
I
ru
tql
UlN
oA{
ri
P.3
I tgtg/ta
2 tgto/lt
3 oirseed"
$/ton
SOYA }!EAL PRICES 
- 50%
origln United Statee
I
(,
o
I
U
tr
UlN
oA\t
it
P.
Production patteEry-g@
33. The problems raised by the relative lack of agricultural land uee
mobility are thrown into sharp relief when land use trends are compared to
the degree cE setf-sufficiency of the Community in the major agricultural
sectors.
A number of agricultural sectors are currently characterized by market
imbalances with structural surpluses in the milk, wine and sugar sectors, and
a rapid build-up in the stocks of olive oiI, tobacco and, to a lesser extent,
beef.
At the ;ame time, the Community remains deficient in a number of impor-
tant sectors and in particular high protein feed, for which the Community's
self-suffici :ncy is decJ-ining.
34. Given the relative stability of the area devoted to pasture and arable
land, it is l-ogical to assume that any change in the feed reguirements of
the Cqumunity's livestock population will be achieved, as in past years,'by a
change in the raw materials, and that the ever increasing use of comPound
feedingstuffs wilt continue, with energy giving feedstuffs, cereals, becoming
less importarrt than Proteins.
Products used for-animal }eeding-in EEc
L974 t75 1975/76
t974/L975 L973//74 1974/75
tonnes %change %change
7O,L57 - 2.A - 3.4
4 .4 14.1L4,453
cereals
Feed cake
- of which soya
Animal fats
- fish
- 
animal
9 ,644 t4.L I .1
I, 933 19.3
9t6 19.6
1,017 19. I
4.5
3.2
583 I
De'rydrated fodder 1,732
t'ti,-k powder
Leguminous
vegetable seeds
1,242
Development of the Communitv's protei-n supplies
35. Three quarters of the Community's high protein feed requirements are
supplied by oilseeds, with 50% supPl-ied by soya, and the remainder by meat
and fish mea L, lucerne meal, fodder legumes and porrdered milk. While three
quarters of :he cereals used for livestock feeding are produced in the
Community, t.rere is almost total dependence on imports from non-l{ember
countries for supplies of feed cake-
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Self-sufficiency %
Dehydrated fodderOil cake
l4aize
Colza oil
Sunflower oil
774-5
53
11.1
1.1
Community demand for proteins is likely to continue to increase at a rate
of 3%-5% a )-ear, thereby accentuating the Conuuunity's dependence on imported
proteins.
36. The development of the Community's protein production is clearly one area
in which encouragement should be given, in order to reduce the Community's
dependence on imports, to achieve a better balance between agricultural pro-
ducts anil to assist the developmbnt of the Southern regions of the Community.
Protein crops in the Communitv
ge13s
37. The devclo;xnent of colza production depends largcly on the results of
research in proteins of colza cake for animal feed and in particular bitter
taste, toxic elements and high cellulose level.
9gxe
38. The cultivation of soya is technically possible in Francc, with or without
irrigation, and the crop is little affected by bad weather conditions. Soya
may replace naize, colza and sunflower or be used in rotation. Attempts to
extend production have been disappointing, holeever, despite aid granted by the
Community, and may result from the palzment of a fixed aid rather than one
which reflects yieIal.
Lucerne
39. Lucerne is a good rotation cropr with the grcatest protein yield per
hectare of all crops grown in the Community. Freshly cut lucerne poses
problens of cqrservation, but dehydrated lucerne safeguards the protein con-
tent. The extraction of protein frqn luccrne is now becoming a practical
possibility, with the product having a protein content approaching that of
soya. With'rut, holvever, a system of aid, the processors vpuld be unable to
pay a remuner.'ative pricc to thc producers in ccrtain years, leading to the
replacement of crop by cereals and sugar beet.
- See p.
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Erel9-!eres-cg9-ege:
40. The most important of the leguminous. vegetable eeede in the Community,
the field bcan, has a variety of ugeg, as forage, seeds or in feedingetuffs.
The crop could replace cereals particularly in rotation schemes. Given its
rnt€r requirements, ite cultivation would bc dcveloped moet logicalJ.y in
regiona where rainfall is gufficient. The crop hae dcclincd in recent ycars.
Average field ;1ield has gcarcely lncreaeed in thc laet decadc, but canld be
increaeed by the uee of certlfied eeed and the use of winter hybrid varieties.
The fleld bean and pea6, being rich in lyein, can be included on any feed
rationE.
The neceesitv for aid
4L. The potential development of proteln cropa in the Community is great,
and iE of trnrticular interest to the southern regions when taken in conjunc-
tion with propoeals for the development of irrigation and advieory services
in these regions.
The develolrment of thcee crops wilI, moreover, contrlbutc to achlcving
a more balan:ed agricultural production by providing alternativeg to products
for which the Community faces problems in disposing on the markat.
42. The development of prot,ein cropE will rcquire aid, honcver. Proceesori
cannot guarantec oconomLc pricca to prodtrcara evory yota, given thc variationE
in priccs of empetitive aourccg of proteLn, ;nrticularly soya. The result
hae been that th6 production of proteLn crops in thc Community has declined,
to be replaced by cereals and Bugar beet.
Direct aid t? protein productLon
43. For the encouragemcnt of crops, such as proteins, by the strengthening
or the introduction of rnarket organizatlons, the system of direct aids proposed
by the Conmrission is the most appropriate. This is all the more true in
view of the difficultieE for the Cmmunity to eetablish a preferential regime
vig-i-vis importations from Thlrd Countries :
- 
a numbcr of the princilnl protein crops have been coneolidated under the
GATI rulee;
- 
protection would result in an Lncrease in feedstuffs and a decrease in the
inconree of animal producers.
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44. The system of direct aids has already been introduced for a number of
protein croFs, most recently for soya and castor seeds. There are doubts,
however, whether the system of a fixed aid per hectare is the best adapted
to developing production, or a variable aid related to yield and paid by the
processor to the producer, so as to encourage the mo:e efficient producers.
VI. OTHER LEVELS OF POLICY : NATIONAL AIDS AND INTERNATIONAL TRADE
National aiis
45. No exanination of the factors influencing agricultural policy would be
conplete without an examination of the impact on production of national expen-
diture outside the framework of the CAP. The figures illustrate the limita-
tions in the eommon Community policies in guiding p::oduction : for every
unit d account spent under common policies, three are spent under purely
rrational policies.
Expendi:ure in 1975 by the Community and lriember States on agricultural
policy amoun';ed to 14,200 million EUA, of which 35% Ls borne by the EACGF.
Accordirg to information supplied by the l,lember States, national expen-
'iture in the Community in 1975, in the iorm of subsidies, interest rdte
subsidies and tax relief, totalled 5.6 million EUA.
This amount covers expenditure on production, processing, marketing,
research and advisory services and consumption.
state aid, excluding consumption prcrnotion, averages 8% by value of final
Community ag:icultural production.
Aid as %
of final
agricultural
production
Percentage of aid
devoted to Consumer
subsidie s
production
support
marketing and
Processing
Un ited
Kingdom
Luxembourg
Ire land
G'irnani/
France
Netherlands
Italy
Belgl um
Denmark
20
L4
11
9
I
5
4
4
3
50
69
75
92
75
20
6
31
9
7
18
25
35
6
1
I
l_
22
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46- clearly such important sums spent by the llenber States could lead to
contradistiorrs in policy objectives, with the result that the EAGGP Guarantee
section may be required to intenrene to offset the results of extra production
€treouraged by national ;rclicies.
fhe harmonization of national aids with the objectives of the cm,unity,s
agricultural policies will present considerable political difficulties. But
it is a task that eannot be avoided indefinitcly if the CAp is to bring
within accep--able limits the production of those producte currently in surplus.
The EA@F ca:rnot sinply be used to finance solutions to problems created by
national pol:'.cies.
A distinction, however, can be nade betrreen aidg to production a5d those
for the narketing and processing sectors and for the consuner. Iltrile the
former will tend to aggravate the difficulties presently facing the cmunity,
the latter rnay contribute to eaeing s(ne of the problems of surplus production.
Errternal trale policv : possible develoments
47. Increas=d internatioral trade offers one pcsible uedium tem solution
to sme of the Comunity's internal problens of market balance. Increaeed
international trade, based on greater international epecialization of produc-
tion, would produce benefits to all partners.
48. rnternational agricultural tiaae iJamin-EE-.t-preeent-ea ry irre rrc-ana
the united statee- At present this trade haa largely baen of benefit to the
united states- The exceptional increase in American agrieultural exports to
the comunity, particularly feed grains and aoya, are trnrtly at the baEe of
the increase in comnunity nirk production and the present surplue.
The EEC doee not wish to contest these importe from the u.s.; however,
there must be a counterlnrt to allor the conmunity to face up to the inlnct of
thesa imports on internal narkets an4 at the same time, to reply to the vi€r{s
put forrard by America in the GATI negotiations.
An oPen attitude to agricultural negotiations is made difficult for the
Community by the increasing irubalance in agricultural trade : united states
agriculbrral exports to the cormunity have increased from $I.g nillierd in
1958, to $4..i milliardin 1973 and 96.4 milliardin L976, and norrs show a surplus
in favour of the United States of 90.2 milliard. The Corununity norr takes over
a guarter of all U.S. farm exports.
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At the ;ame time, the Community is the principal trade in agricultuial
produce, and the second largest exPorter, after the Unjted States. Trade
extrransion is in the interest of both areas. The problem is to find a
negotiable package that :
(a) will avoid extreme supply and demand fluctuations on world markets and
minimize the drift to protectionism; and
(b) will unblock the deadlock that exists in talks on the individual products
wheat, b:ef and dairy producc.
A serie; of related commodity agreements is required. The cereals mar-
ket has always held the key to agricultural trade talks. The differences be-
ttreen the U.S. and EEC on a future grains agreement (particularly the degree
to which it shoul-d incorporate an active policy of intervention in the world
market to stabilize prices) are open to solution. The erctent to which such
an agreement is politically possible depends on the willingness of the United
States to adopt a more liberal approach to agricultural trade in other areaa.
There ar e indications of a more opan approach on th6 part of the United
Statee to agricultural trade negotlatlone. Vigoroue export policias for agri-
cultural proiuce resulted in the expansion of valuable earnings from overseae
sales. This strengthened the resolve of the U.S. Government to ensure that
the Tokyo round of the GATI negotiations led to the significant liberalization
of trade in agricultural produce. This late conversion to trade liberaliza-
tion was highly selective in those produsts in which the U.S. had a clear com-
petitive advantage. On the other hand, for those commodities such as dairy
products, in which the U.S. is cLearly incompetitive, there is very strong
resistance on the part of producers and their representatives in Congrcss to
any liberaliration.
Even in the dairy sector, which is the most protected sector of U.S.
agriculture, it has appeared that there are no insurmountable economic objec-
tions to the removal of quotas. The impact on EEC exports would be conEid-
erable. If the U.S. had al-ready lifted import restrictions in L975, some 12
billion pounds of milk equivalent may have entered that year, i.e. more than
LO% of U.S. production, i-nstead of I.5%l .
Clearly. it is of vital
along the roe d to a more oPen
alcohol and processed meats a
facing the CommunitY could be
interest to the Community to encourage America
agricultural market. In milk products, wine
partial solution to some of the surplus problems
found.
1* At the moment, only L.5% of U.S. needs are imported. The U.S. has calcula-
ted that initially incomes of U.S. dairy farms under free trade conditions
would drop by 2O-3O%, but that by 1980 the farms rernaining in activity
would obtain somewhat higher incomes than in the case of continuing import
restrictions.
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PART TWO : THE AVEMGE PRICE PROPOSAL
Context of the price proposal
49. The Cqnnission'" areralJ price proposal-must be judged in terms of ine
overall obje:tives of the Community's price policy and the situation on the
prlncipal agricultural markets. In a number of caaea, particularly milk,
wine, sugar, olive oil and beet, scrious imbalanees exiat betwcen eupply and
dcmand. The causes vary. In sqne caEes, fcr example milk, open-endcd
intervention has encouraged production to be overly directed tovrards inter-
vention. In other cases, trnrticularly butter, beef and olive oil, high
prices have restrained conaumption without providing, at the same time,
satisfactory incomes to producers in the case of beef.
50. t{oreover, price policy cannot be set outside the wider policy objectives
of the Corrmu'rity and must take account of the economic rscession and efforts
undertaken by all llember States to limit inflation. At the same time, in
time of eeonoinic recession agriculture plays an important role in maintaining
cmplolment in rural and peripheral regione of the Community, slowing down the
drift from the land to the city and even absorbing a part, albcit a small
fraction, of the unemployed.
Ttre averaqe nrice increase
51. Within Lhis framework of the agricultural maikEt situation and the
economic sit'ration, the Commission's annual price proposals are drawn up,
using ae a guideline the objectivc methodl. This seeks to ensure, in con-
junction with socio-structural policiee, an income development for agricul-
tural produccscomparable to that of the non-agricultural sector.
52. The objective method suggeeted that for 1978/79, there should be an
increase in agricultural prices of 4.2%. In view of the wider conEiderations
deecribed above, the Comniseion proposes an average increase of 2A.
53. In evaLrating the proposals, consideration should aIEo
Commission's proposed modifications to market organizations
assiat the l,lediterranean regions, which wilt have a gieater
producers' incmes than the price propoeals themselves.
be given to the
and proposals to
impact on
54. The overall increaee is in the order of 3% when adjustments to 'green
rates' are taken into account.
- For a more detailed discussion of the objective method, see pp. 27-29.
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The average of 3% wilI, of course, be higher for certain states or lower
for others, according to whether 'green rates' are to be revalued or devalued.
The combined impact of the price proposals and the agri-monetary proposals
for individt.ar countries are deatt with in greater detail berowl.
55. One should also take note of the fact that agrieultural price support
has evolved positively in relation to prices in general. As the.Commission
states : "The evolution of common prices expressed in units of account does
not provide an accurate indicator of the development of agricultural price
support in the Member States in recent years; since the agricultural unit of
account is related to the value of the snake currencies, which have apprec-
iated consii.erably, the dismantling of monetary compensatory amounts through
the adjustm<'nt of green rates has resulted in a net increasc in agricultural
price support in national currencies.,'2.
56. when corrected to tak'e into account inflation, price increaieJLccorded
annually and adjustments in exchange ratee have resulted in the folloning
evolution of agricultural price support in real terms (excluding increaseg I
resulting from accession arrangements) :
EEC.6
EEC-9
Ireland
Italy
Germany
Luxembourg
Denmark
France
Netherlands
Belgium
United (ingdom
L967/68
L977/78
_ tt%
1972/73
te77 /78
+ L.g%
+ LyA
+ L4%
+A%
+4%
+2%
_5%
-6%
_8%
r- Y"
The purpose of the obiective method
57. Since 1973 the Commission has employed an objective method i5 drawing
up the annual price proposals. The purpose of this method is not to provide
a final figure for the average price increase, but to lay down quantitative
quidelines for the develolrment of common agricultural prices, so as to main-
tain the ,income of the reference or modern farms at a level comparable to
that receive'l in the non-agricuJ-tural sectors.
I 
,". n . 30-32-
2 s." cOM(77) 525 final, p. 3.
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58. The re:ults of the objective method cannot be considered alone when'con-
sidering prlce proposals. Other factors are taken into account. The ob-
jective of toaintaining earned income of the reference farms at a comparable
level is to be achieved by price policy toqether with socio-structural poli-
cies. Irloreover, as the Commission emphasized in the Memorandum on improve-
ments to the Common Agricultural Policy, while the Council's decisions should
be based more fully on objective criteria, they should comply with the limi-
tations imposed on price policy by structural surpIo".sI.
59. Fina11,,', in assessing the results of the objective method, the Commission
believes thrt other factors should be taken into account, and in particular
the general economic background, the interests of consumers and the fact that
the agricultural sector benefits from guarantees not granted to many other
sectors of the economy.
Obiective method : application
60. The obje;ct.rve method is applied on the basis of the accounte of reference
holdings, wh'.ch are defined as holdings for whjch the earned inccnre is between
8o% and L2v/" of the comparable income of the regions laid down by the council
Directive 72|159/EEC on the modernization of farms.
61. The method takes into account the foltowing quantitative elements for
the three-year reference period :
- 
the changes in the costs of agricultural inputs for each ltember State?;
- 
the change in conparable income in each l,lember State;
- a standard deduction of J-.5% per year to take into account unearned income
resulting ''rom technicat progressi and
- 
the changes in the exchange rates which occurred in the thrce-year reference
period in order to convert national figures into one single monetary unit,
using the statistical EUR unit of aceount.
1
- Doc. 25L/73, p. 11.
*6
- The input ,--ategories include :
1. Intermerliate consumption : feedingstuffs,
energy electricity, fuel and tubricants)
maintenance of equiSxnent, maintenance of
costs), other intermediate consumption.
2. Amortization of machines.
3. Other inputs : farm rent or rental value
on working capital and other inpute.
fertilizers and ameliorators,
, servicee (work contracted out,buildings, specific rearing
of freehold property, interest
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62. The fac:ors are used to calculate the gross need for an increase in
cornmon prices for each Irlember State, and then weighted according to the final
agricultural production of Each l,tember State, to derive the gross need for the
Community.
63. The calculation of the net community price increase required is then
obtained by deducting price increases granted in the prcvious two years.
Obiective mE.:hod : assessment
54. Clearly, it is essential that an objective metho.l be employed to guide
Community decisions on price policy, with the aim of assuring reference farms
a development in income comparable to that in other sectors of the economy.
It is, however, less evident that the objective method employed at pres-
ent is the best suited to that goal. The main problem is that, while the
objective method is a tool employed to assist price policy in assuring moder-
nlzed farms i.n income comparable to that of the non-agtru1tural worker, the
method does trot take into consideration the factors influencing agricultural
tncomes. As t,he Commission states, ,,it does not reflect the actual dcvel-
opment of agricultural incomes,,l.
65. The objective method compares agricultural costs with non-agricultural
incornes, whire taking into account changes in exchange rates and price
increases granted previously. These criteria omit essential factors influen-
cing agricultural incomes : the developments in market priccs and the volume
of productior,, as wel1 as the decreasing number of producers.
65. Doubts (:an be expressed, therefore, as to the present structure of the
objective method. ,But even if one !{ere to accept its present outlines,
doubts would remain as to the manner of applying individual elements. For
example, national needs expressed in national currencies are put on a compar-
able basis by converting them into one single monetary unit, the statistical
unit of account, EUR.
This has the effect of increasing the'need' for countries with revalued
currencies alid decreasing it for those with devalued currencies. One can
see this as -ogical in that : (a) prices are considered as coNnmon; and (b)
monetary changes lead to increases or decreases in prices. Such a correction,
consequently, corresponds to reality. Hc,lrever, the system of $reen rates,
means that monetary changes are only partiatly reflected in prices. There-
fore, the reality introduced by the Commission's method is a partial one.
' coM(77) 525 final, p. 20.
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67. The time period over which the objective method is applied can also be
questioned. This period may be sufficiently long for the cost side, but it
certainly is not for the agricultural price side. Price increases granted
over two years are deducted from needs. If, for one year, an increase is
exceptionall'r high or Iow, the objective method provides a final figure which
is distorted and, if followed, creates a distortion the follovring year. The
influence up,rn production and the farming population of euch fluctuations ie
unacceptably disruptive. The price increase of 9.4% in 1975/76 partially
led to the objective method suggesting O.l% in L977/7A which, if it had been
followed, would have in turn resulted in a suggestior, fot L97a/79, consider-
ably higher than 4.2%. In a world of poJ-itical&cisions, the objective
method leads to results which cannot be followed and which possibly render
the political decisions themselves more difficult.
Aqricultural unit of account
68. The unit of account used in the Common Agricultural Policy no longer
represents a fjxed value. Since L973, the agricultural unit of account (AIIA)
has been related to the snake currencies, which have been continuously revalued
against the Community average. This has had a number of important results
for the Common Agricultural Po1icy :
i) the common prices in units of account have continuously risen I
].1, the distribution of monetary compensatory amounts between revalorized
and devaluated currencies has been distorted since the reference point
has mov< d upwards;
iii) the average level of price support cxpressed in some national currencies
has increased more rapidly than the common prices in units of account.
59. The Commission states clearly that the introduction of the European unlt
of account, a "basket" unit which better reflects monetary trods, would more
closely reflect the economic and monetary realities in the Community. In the
words of the Commission, the use of the EUA "would enable the annual
fixing of common prices, which, under the present system are no longer an
accurate indi:ation of the effective level- of price supPort in the Community,
to be'carried out in a more transparent manner."l. In addition, it would
probably facij-itate the adjustment of the backlog of mrnetary compensatory
amounts that has built up.
't* Report on the uee of the European Unit of Account in the Comrnon Agricultural
Policy, COM(77) 480 final, p. L2a.
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70. Despite the clear and convincing arguments in favour of introducing the
European unit of account in the agricultural sector, the Commission rather
lamely eoncludes that the moment is not appropriate for doing so, eince it
r,uculd raise fundamental (but undefined) questions conccrning the Common
Agricultural Policy. The Commission favours the princtple h,rt prefere to
continue its examination of the question.
Income trends in L976/77 and 1977/78
7L. As a result of the drought in L976, agricultural incomes in most Dlember
States increased much less rapidly than in the previous year, though trends
varied considerabl-y with tlpe of farm and region. The rates of annual
change in the net value added at factor cost per person in 1976 varied between
+ 3% Eo + L7'/" z 3% in Luxembourg and 17% in lreland.
In most cases, the annual rate of growth in money incomes was insufficient
to compensate for inflation. In real terms the situat,ion is as follorrs :
Germany
Denmark
France
Ire land
Italy
United Kingdom
+ A.7%
+ 3.5.%
+ 2.7P4
- 
L.L%
- t.3%
- 
2.3%
Agricul:ural incomes for L977/78 are expected to short a marked increase
over those ot-: the previous year, mainly due to a better outputr/input ratio
resulting from a drop in the cost of feedingstuffs and a return to nornral pro-
duction conditions. Those countries which benefited from exceptional aids
in L976, however, tn?y nctbenefit from any great increase in incqne.
99rs3sv
12 " The annt-.al rate of growth in incomee since 1958 was at least 9%, 
.which.
eor:responds t'o the increase in incomes in other sectors.
In L976 incomes dropped by 6%, due to the increasing costs in feeding-
stuffs.
Estimates for L977/78 point to a recovery in agricultural income.
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France
73. Gross agricultural incme for 1976 increased 5.3% in money tems, which
@rresponds to an average drop of 1.I* in real terms by faru. Ihose fazas
specializing in cereals suffercd the greatest drop.
rt is estimated that 1977 ehould brlng a poaitive trend in agrlcultural
incmeg.
I!e-lx
74. rn 1976 income per famer roae W L7% in money tens, but scarccly
changed in r:al terms. In L977 agricultural incmes are expected to be
unchanged.
Netherlands
75- 1976/77 was less favourable for the agricultural 8ector, apart fr6
horticulture- f:re trcnd rnricd cqrsiderably, according to the t14r of farn,
ehowing a cqraiderablc lmprovencnt for grneral agrlculturc but a dccl1nc inprofitability fcr grazing stock farnc.
Pslgrse
76- ln L976,/77 the average labqrr incme decreased by 8% but again the trend
varied considerably with labour incme increasing for general agriculture,
horticulture and cattle fams.
-rg=sglgggg
77. The aver:age agricultural ineome per holding fell by 6.3% in 197G and it
ie expected ':hat it should show a slight increase in L977.
Denmark
78. In L976,r'7 Z labour incme per ALU fell by about 2->?6, maj:nly due to low
t crop yields. Since the cereal harvest Ln L977 will be a record one, an
appreciable improvement in agricultural incqnes is ar-ticipated.
g!1!99-5-irsges
79. Overall the average net incqre per farm'increased in l97G/77, though
there were c(rnsiderable variations between types of farms and regions. Those
farms specia.izing in grazing etock benefited from the greateat growth in
incomes. Il. 1977/78 agricultural incomes should generally show an increase,
though the cereals sector maybeunabre to maintain its income.
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Ireland
80. Agricu}.tural incomes again rose considerably in L976/77 and thiE trend
is expected to be maintained in L977/78 (25% to 3O%) .
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PART THREE : THE CONSUMER
Thc developrent in prices to the conEumer
8I. The impact of the price proposals on the consumer is difficutt to
evaluate since trends in national prices show considerable variation.
While there t^raa a modcet increase of 3.9% Ln L977/78 for common
agricultural priceE (as against 7 .7% for L976/77 and 9 .6% for L975/76), this
average increase conceals considerable variations due to monetary changes.
In Gcrmany prices in national currencies have been falling since 1974 and in
all other llember States have been rising since L976.
ln L975./77 the position was as foltows :
Germany 
- 4%
Netherlands 
- 
4.1%
Luxembourg 
- 
L.A%
United Kingdom + 2.8%
Italy + L2.3%
Ireland + 2L
82. The tre-rd of producer priees for agricultural products is not autornatic-
aIly reflected in the level of conEumer prices. It has of,ten been observed
that not only is a rise in prices trnssed on more rapidly than a fal-l but a
certain time lag, varying according to region and product,,separates consumer
prices from producer prices. Numerous factors, resulting from proccssing
and distribution structures, but also from oonsumer habits and the general
economic situationr play their part here.
83. In the period 1973 to L976, ccnEumcr prices tcndcd to riee more rapidly
than produce: pricce. An analysie of thcsa ris6s for products playing a
relatively irtportant part both in agricultural production (common wheat, augar
beet, milk, cattle, pigs, e99s, potatoes) and as food (bread, sulrar, milk,
beef and veal, pigrmeat, e99E and potatoes) shows that only in the case of
potatoes did consumer pices increase less than produccr prices in all Membcr
States. IJarge-scale imports in 1975 played an important part in prevcnting
the price rise brought about by the drought from being passcd on. With the
exccption of Ireland, where consumer priccs generally rose more gradually
over this pe:iod, consumer prices of most products rose more steeply than
producer priees. Howe:uer, there were exceptions in Germany (milk and sugar),
Italy (eugar and pigmeat) and the United Kingdom (pigmeat).
- 
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A4. In contr:ast to the position between 1973 and 1975, and with the exception
of Ireland, ':he index of consumer prices for foodstuffs and beverages rose
more steeply in 1975 than the general index. The difference was particularly
marked in Luxembourgr Belgium, the United Kingdom and Denmark. In most
Irlerrber States there was an exceptional increase, especially for fruit and
vegetables (including potatoes) ; in Germany and Ireland the meat price index,
and in France the price index for milk, butter and cheese, was the main factor
in this unusual development. It can be assumed that the exceptional weath€r
conditions in most Member States during summer 1976 (drought in the north and
floods in the south of the Community) were largely responsible for this
phenomenon.
Evaluation of the impact of the price proposals on the consumer
85. The role of the annual price fixingin modifying consumer price"l i"
often misunderstood and overestimated. Prices to the consumer consist of
three elements : agricultural, industrial and distribution. The agricultural
element represnets approximately 40% and is decreasing steadily in relation to
the other twc. The Commission has indicated that a lO% increase in prices,
if passed on to the consumer, which is not the case, would result Ln a L.9%
increase in I'.ousehold expenditure.
The Commission estimates that the proposed 3% Lncrease will lead to a
1.5% increase in food prices, and 0.3% in the cost of living.
Effect on consumers of national price chanqes due to proposed unit
of aecount price rises and green money adaptations
I Foodstuffs account for about 26% of total consumer expenditure.
In units
of account
Green rate
adaptations
already agreed
Effect of
reducing MCAs
by one seventh
Cornbined effect
of green rate
changes andpricc risce
food cost ofliving food
cost of
1 iv ing food
cost of
1-iving food
cost of,
livlng
Germany
France
Italy
Netherlands
Belgium
Luxembourg
Denmark
United
Kingdom
Ireland
1.1
0.8
0.8
0.9
1.1
t.2
1.3
1.1
L.2
o.2
o.2
o.2
o.2
o.2
0.3
0.3
o.2
0.3
1.1
3.2
4.5
o.2
I.0
0.8
- 
0.6
0.8
- 0.r
- 0.1
- 0.1
o.2
0.1
o.2
-0
-0
-o
0-1
0.5
2.8
4.O
0.8
1.0
l_ .1
1.3
5.8
L.4
0.1
0.6
1.3
o.2
o.2
o.2
0.3
1.1
o.4
Commun ity 0.9 o.2 1.6 0.3 2.6 0.5
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86. Apart from the large proportion of the average household budget which
goes on food, this ratio is explained by the fact that most farm products
are not consumed in their natural state; a varying number of proceesing,
treatment and distribution proeesses are necessary before the final product
iE offered to the consumer. As a result the value of the farm product in
the final vaLue of the foodstuff becqnes lese and less important.
87. The difEerences between Member States in the indicee for all foodstuffe
and beverages are reflected in the indices for the different types of food-
stuffs where they are sometimes more pronounced. Between 1975 and 1976 the
price indices for bread and pastry products rose by i% in Germany and L7.3%
ln lta1y; the range for meat was from 
-L.6% in the UnitEd Kingdom to +31 .4%
in lreland; in moet cases the rates of ilrcrease excecded 10%. the rise in
the price index for milk, butter and chaese was generally lesE than 10%, vary-
ing between 4.6/" in Germany and 28.6% in lta1y. In thc caee of fruit and
vegetables, *here risee varied from 3.4% Ln Gemany to 31% in Luxembourg,
five Member States experienced an increase of more than 20%. Only in Belgium
and Luxembourg did the indsx of coneumer prices for foodetuffg and bcverages
riee more steeply than that of prlcee for agriculturaL products from 1975 to
L976.
Coneumer prices
1976 : % annual increase over 1975 and 1970
It_
I n"r*"n"I France
I rtary
I uetherlard
I s"tgiu*
I r.,uxembourg
I united xin
I rrelandLry-
Theee 1'rice trendg vary greatly, of
and frqn country to country, in function
in consumer prlcca and the cfflclency of
- A table ehovring trends
couras, from product to productl
of thc rclativc pert of agrieulturc
thc induetrral,/dirtribution acctorg.
for maJor products is glven ori pp. 3? and 38.
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General index FoodstuffE and beverages
L975 1.970 L975 L970
,ard I
I
, r
K gCotr
4.6
9.6
L6.7
8.9
9.2
9.8
16. s
L7.9
9
5.8
8.9
L2.2
8.7
8.5
7.6
13 .6
L4
9.2
5.4
10.7
L7 .5
9.6
L2.5
t7.6
19.4
15.8
11 .1
5.4
9.5
L3
7.2
9.2
8.8
1s.1
14.5
9.7
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country
produce Belglum Frcnce Itcly FRG Nether-lands UK Dgrmerk
Bovlne meat
( kglcarcass )
Porclne meat(kg/carcasa.
68,6
53, 5
TO rs
44.0
74,9
64,7
89,2 72
44
llll k for
consumptlon 50, - 50, - 60, - 47 ,- 52,- 50
Suger(suger beet) 29, I 34, - 36,2 37,9
Eggs 57,6 47,5 70,6 63, 6 63,8 63,6 55
Poultry 35,6 43,3 34,6 55
Breod 33, g 2L,7 10,2 .31,0 38,6
Appl es
Peors
Lettuces
Ceul lflowErs
Tomatoes
Potetoes
43,7
51 ,3
70,9
42,9
43,1
39,3
43,8
57 ,3
4l ,4
40,5
40,4
47 ,7
47,4
34r3
32,3
,2,'
47,8
51 ,g
22,O
53,7
50,5
35,2
6!,7
36, 6
'l,n
40.i
50,5
35,7
88. Monetarv compensatory amounts which subsidize
products intr.r countries with a depreciatGd currency
tions in trends.
imports of agricultural
contribute to these varia-
- Source : Volurne II
J. Herinckx, page
of 'Agricultural prices from producer to conaumer', by
153 .
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PART FOUR I INDTVIDTIAI, PRODUCTS
Price propos rls bv product
89. Given tte Iow level of price increases, proposals by sector are neces-
sarily fairly homogeneoue, a6 Ln L977/78. An overall price increaee of 2%
has been granted to thc majority of producta, exoGpt for thoee where oarket
irnbllances exist, particularly milk, olive oiI, certain fruits and tobacco,
and for cereals, so as to introduce a better price hierarchy.
ProCuct % change
t976/77 - L977/78
Cereals
Durum wheat
Target price
Single intervention
price
Aid
Other cereals
common single interven-
tion prir:e : common
wheat, burley, maize
Single in:erventionprice : t:ye
Reference pricc for
bread wheat
Target price :
Common wheat
Rye
l,[aize and barley
!rss
Target Pr;-ceSingle in+.ervention
price
Suqar
Isoqlucoee
Production contribution
Olive oil
Production target PriceIntervention Price
Oilseeds
Dried fodder
Fixed rate: aid
Guide price
I 
*i,r" inereased further to align with other cereals.
_49_
amount :
121.57 u.a.
L27 .6 u.a .
139.8 u.a.
I52.39 u.a.
154.65 u.a.
'L47.23 u.a.
50 u.a .,/Lonne
u.a./tonne
L977/78 L978/79
9.55 3
' lo2
- 2.59
- 3.s2
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L.25-(3.0) r
- 
L.52
3.1
2.72
- 0.3I.s5
0.15
0
1.16
Prc duct
Peas and beans
Activating price
l,linimum price
Fl-ax and hemp
Seeds
Wine
Tobacco
Fruit and veqetables
I'tilk
Target price
Intervention
Butter
Skimmed rnilk
Cheese
Beef and vea I
Piqmeat
% change
L976/77 
- t977/78
u.a./tonne
r977 /78 L978/7e
230
150
price :
, povrder
Irlodifications to market orqanizations
90. One most effective way of dealing with market imbal-ances in the short
term is to modify the market organization itself to deal with specific prob-
lems, combined where necessary with structural meaEures.
In the :ourse of recent markcting y€ars a number of very important meas-
ures hrere in:roduced :
a distinction drawn between soft wheat for bread-making and feed grain,
with the abolition of regional intervention for soft wheat;
progressive alignment of a single intervention price for feed grain based
on barley;
aio Lo durum wheat by area rather than qr-rantity, to encouragc production of
varieties of better quality;
encouragem:nt to grolvers to sow colza varieties of a low erucic acid content;
reorganiza:ion of the wine sector to encourage improvement in quality;
premiums to encourage the grubbing-up of apple and pear trees of the variety
for which supply exceeds demand;
- 
lower than average increase in tobacco premiums differentiated by variety.
-50-
i
average 2
2
2
1.9
1.6
1.3 - 1.6
L.25
3
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In the course of 1977/78, the Comrnission outlined possible nodifications
to the beef and veal uarket organization, s as to irtroduce a linited system
of direet trnlments to supplement the intervention regime.
. The Conmission, of course, has i.uplemented a ride range of structural
and market Eeasures to bring about a bettcr balance in the uilk eector.
Proposed mocifications to Earket orqanizations
91 . lfhe Comission's price lnckage contains prqrcsals for n* or revised
market organizations :
- 
new market organizations for processed fodder and for peas and field beans
r are proposed with the ain of i-uproving the Coomunity's protein supplies by
Eeans of financial aid to be granted directly to the proceaeors and pre
ducers;
- 
a revised cl-ive oil regime, ai.med at stimulating consumptiqr and so reducilg
intervention buying;
- 
a reductioo of the sugar B quota frm 35% to 20% of thc A quota;
- 
nodifications in the prograrme of galee of uilk and ccrtain nilk producta
to schoolchildren at reduced pricea.
92. fhe Comrnission outlines najor uodifications il the fruit and vegetable,
processed fruit and vegetable and wine sectors in their "Ilediterranean"
_1ProPoaals .
cereals
93. In 1976 cereal production fell by 6.9. foLLowins the drought, but
increased by L3.6% in L977 aa a result of higher yields. In 1977 productlon
developed as follows :
Common wheat
Rye
Barley
Oats
I.ta ize
Durum wheat
+ 3596
+ 2@6
+ 24%
+ 15%
+ 30%
- 
32%
94. Iluman consumption has remained constant since L9@, while animal consumP-
tion increased until L974 and has declined since then.
1 
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rn 1976 gross human consumption increased srightly, but a fall in
animal consumption of cereals of 3.5% led to an overall faIl in cereal con-
sumption (II0.2 million tonnes Ln 1975h6 as against II3.2 million tonnes
in l97a/7s).
95. The Conmunity's self-suffigiencv declined from 95% Lo 87%, with net
imports of tnaize of 11.5 million tonnes and net exports of wheat of 2.3 million
tonnes and barley 2.1 million tonnes.
96. In 1976 the Community introduced the new pricinq relationship for
cereals, under which fodder cereals were to be progressively aligned and
reference prices for bread-making cereals to be fixed separately.
The pr:ncipal objective of this modification is to allovr the market to
determine more Precisely prices for cereals according to the particular uses
for which tl .ey are destined.
97. This system aPPears to have had a degree of succcag. Non-farm stocks
and intervention stocks have fallen as follows :
Non-farm,slsgkg :
I Auqust 1976
L2.5
6.3
TctaI
C( mmon wheat
Me ize
Durum wheat
Intervention stocks :
Tota I
Wheat
Rye
BarIey
Durum wheat
98. Budqetary expenditure is as follows :
1975
L976
1977
1974 15 L975 -^ L976 17 L.L - 3L.6.77
2 .2 800,000 L24 ,oo0
2 7 75,000 10I,000
21,000 29,000
3,000 0
396,000 127,000
Amount % Guarantee(m.u.a. ) cxpenditure
r Auqust 1977
11
6
2.4
1.6
13.r
10 .8
620.9
609.8
763.3
- 52"
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99. Por l97A/79, the CommiEsion proposes to further re-align the cereal
pricee so as to :
- bring the guaranteed price of maize into line with that for other feed
grains;
- 
further encourage thc production of bread-making wheat;
- facilitate the disposal of high yield wheat as animal fecd;
- 
take an initial step in re-aligning the price for rye;
- bring the durum r*treat price cloeer to that for common wheat;
- limit the grant of aid to durum wheat to those regions in Italy facing
Eerious social problems (this rvas proposed by the Commission for L977/7a
but in thc course of council negotiations three additional regicns in Italy
were adder ).
Product * clnngo
Le76/77 - L977/78
CGrGaIs
Dtrrum wheat
Target prlcc
Single i.ntcrvcntl.on
price
Aid
9!!g=-s:=g::-rg
Common singlc intcrvcn-
tion pricG : comrnon
wheat, barleyr maizc
Slngle lntervcntlonpricc ! ryc
Refcrencc pricc for
bread whcat
Target pricc :
Common wheat
Ryc
ltaize and barlcY
3-rsg
Targct pricc
Single intervcntLon
price
ltaize increaaod further to align with other cereals'
The hutlgetary estimate for 1977 breaks
Total Refunds
76.3 470
- 
53--
doum as follows :
In:ervention
293.3
- of which :
138
aid for durum wheat
anount r
121.57 u.a.
L27.6 u.!.
I39.8 u.a.
162.39 u.a.
154.65 u.a.
147.23 u.a.
1.26.(3.0I'
- 1.s2
3.I
;
2.72
- 0.3
1.s6
o.$
0
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100. The new regime fon cereals has proved to have a nundter -of clear advan-
tages : urassive intervention has not been required in the last two years,
white grreater freedom has been introduced for markeL forces to establish
market price levels; these are no longer determined by an artificial price
hierarchy but by demand.
The main point of concern must be the large stocks and continuing pro-
duction of rye of a quality unsuitable for bread-making.and for which no
evident alternative use exists. rt is important that a more realistic price
leveI for this product be reached in the tgTg/go marketing year.
Rice
A caut:ous price policy is
increases i:r production, in the
which have ,lepressed production
sures on prrces and the need for
required, however, since significant
absence of the adverse climatic conditions
in the last two years, could lead t,o pres_
more substantial intervention.
that for l_975 and no increase
to a drop in yields, which off-
the potato shortage. This
increase in imports to cover a
1.2 m.u.a. in L974 Eo 26.9 m.u.a.
L977. Expenditure is almost
101. Rice p.loduction in 1976 was 15% down on
rdag recordec in L977. Thie decrease is due
set an increase in area.
Consumption increased in L975/7G due
resulted in a drop in the self-supply and
deficit of 313,000 tonnes.
103. EAGGF erlrenditure has increased from
in 1976 and is estimated at 2L m.u.a. for
entirely devoted to export refunde.
to
an
102. As a r€s,rlt of the supply situation the market prices have beenar
higher than intervention prices, with consumer prices rising by 33% in rtaly.
since L972 r o rice has been offered for intervention.
104' Market' prices are affected more by the threshold price than by the inter-
vention price, given the self-sufficiency rate. since the currencies of theproducer cou.rcries have depreciated and monetary compensatory amowrts not
applied in this sector, prices have increased at a rate substantiarly higher
than those expressed in units of account.
The commission, therefore, Proposes to maintain the intervention price
at its present lever, whire srightry increasing the target price so as to up_date transport costs.
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105. In viery of the impact of exchange rate movemen{:s on producer prices,
the C6gmiesion's proposals appear reasonable. D<penditure on export refunds
remains high, however, and internal consumption of Community produced rice
could be increased considerably if hard boiling varietiee, preferrcd by many
conaumera and the processing industries, were to be encouraged by Comunity
measureg.
Suqar
105. Consunption has been declining continuously since 1973 and further
dropped by 5.3% Ln 1976/77.
With an increase in the area of yield in 1976, sugar production rose by
3%. Therefore, the self-eupply rate rose fronr 101% to 110% in Lg75/77L.
107. EA6GF expenditure is expected to increasc from 226.5 m.u.a. in 1976 to
414 m.u.a. in L977 .
108. The strplus on the world rharket hae continued to depress world pricee;
refunds no!{ amounl Xo 7VA of the intervention price. In this situation the
export of the Community's surplus would rcquire more than 600 m.u.a. in
refunds, of whieh, at most, only 30% woutd be covered by receipts from the
production J-evY.
L09. The Ccmmission, therefore, proposes that thE maximum quota be reduced
fronr 135% to J,2O% of the basic quota, whilE the minimum price for sugar beet
and the inter:vention price for r*trite sugar be increased by L.L6%.
110. The Ccmmunity has, at present, 3.3 million tonneg of sugar available
for export, of which 2.5 million is at the responsibility of the Community
(with TOO,OOO tonnes as 'C' sugar). ImportE from the ACP countrieg amount
to 1-3 million tonnes and, therefore, cannot be hcld to be rcaponsible for
the total quantities to be ercported.
Low prices on the world market,
possibility of purehase by the USSR
Wor1d Sugar Agreement (to which the
agreed to Surchase only from fellotr'
are like1y to continue, desPite the
and China. Moreover, members of the
Corununity is not yet a Partner) havc
signatories.
In view of the production and world price leve).E, the proposals frm the
Commieeion can only be considared as a firgt step tovrards re-Establishing a
baLance in the sugar market. The reduction in the 'B' quota is unlikely to
I 
,"a.il" on prodtrction, consumption and stocks are given in Annex III.
- 51.-
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have dramatjc effects : with normal yieldsr guordnt€ed production under
maxinum quota at I35% would amount to 10.8 million tonnes, and, at l2O%,
L0.25 millicn tonnes.
Isoqlucose
111. The Commission proposcthat the fixed amount production levy b6 set at
50 u.a. per tonne.
F; th: current marketing year, this levy is equal to the sugar levy
tonne.without, horever, going beyond 50 u.a. per
'.the Commission now proposes for 1-978/79 that the isoglucose levy
be fixed at 50 u.a. per tonne. However, when the sugar Jevy falls beLor.r
50 u.a. per tonne, it should be fixed at the eame leval.
This situation is unlikely to apply in L978/79, but your rapporteur
considerg that, even if it were, the coets of collectj-on would not makt lt rortt-
w?rile for this provieion to be put into effect.
Olive oil
112. It is c ifficul-t to provide an exact figure, but, according to estimatee ,
production of olive oil in L976/77 was the lowest since l-96:9. At the same
time, since 1975 consumption has been steadily fallirrg, with the resul-t that
stocks have been building up : from lvlarch to August 19'77. 6,200 tonnes of o1
olive oil were offered for intervention.
113. Expenditgfe by the EAGGF has been increasing steadily : 2O5 m.u.a. in
L975, 216 m.u.a. in 1976 and 290 m.u.a. in L977.
114. The basic problem facing the olive oil sect,or is that of falling consump-
tion due to high prices and competition from other fats and oils. Simply to
increase the existing production aid would do little to solve these difficul-
ties. In view of the social importance of this aid, the Commission proposes
to maintain it while limiting the aid to existing trees and on a standard
basis.
a
to
i
I
l
I
I
I
1
I
+
The Commission has proposed, therefore,
which aid woulC vary between the production
price.
a new market requlation under
target price and the market target
The prcducers would receive a price close to the production target price
(less the production aid). The difference between that price and the average
market p4ice woul-d be refunded to the processors.
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since 1975/76 the production target price has been increaEed onry once
by 1.5%. 3n the other hand, the devaluation of the green lira hae had the
effect of ircreasing production target prices by 12.4% and g.5% in the last
two marketirg years- The commission propoEes, therefore, to maintain the
production Earget price at its present 1evel.
The market target price wilL be fixed, in order to be more closely in
line with the market situation, at a date as near as possible to the begin-
ning of the market year, that is, before 1 October 1979.
115. The proposed regime has clear advantages :
- consumPti>n will be stimulated and pressure on stocks will be relieved;
- delay in raying aid to producers will be reduced (at present delays are
from 18 to JA months) i and
- 
controls will be facilitated, since they will be effscted at thQ lcvel of'
refLnerles (of which there are approxlmately l-2,OOO) rather than producers(over one million).
116. The EuroPean Parliamcnt, for a number of yearel, hag rcguested that thc
market orgartLzat.i-on for olive oil be eo modified as to takc into account
market trenr's.
The present proposar fulfirs that request and so, in principre, can be
approved. The Committee on Agriculture wishes to assure that the operation
of the proposed market organization will not lead to a reduction in the
producers" incomes and so requests that a report, be submitted to it by the
commission twelve months after the entry into force of the propoeed regime.
Oilseeds 
- colza, rape and sunflower
1I7. Oil seed production rcpresents 0.3% of the value of Community agricul_
tural production. ln L976/77 eoLzt production increased by 7.g% dcapite a
1% reduction in area, while eunflower dccrcascd by 18% following a reductLon
in both area and yie1d.
Consumption of colza oil has increased, while that f,or sunflourer oil
remains stable- consumption of cake for both products has incrcased. Therc
are, therefore, no major market difficulties.
community production covers only a very small part of the requirements
(4% to LL%) 
' 
while imports have increased coneiderably in the last year.
1 s.. reports drawn up by Mr de1975/77, and Mr Kofoed (Ooc.
i
Koning (Doc. 522/75) on price proposale for9/771 on price proposals eor tbttTle.
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Following the increase in world prices of vegetable oilsr pEices for
both colza and sunflower have been considerably above the intervention price.
The potential for coLza and sunflower production is considerable and sunflorrer
is produced only in the southern regions of the Community.
I18. It wou.d be to the advantage of thc Community therefore to develop the
production c,f oil seeds and a 4% increase is proposed. The Committee on
Agricul-ture doubts whether this price increase would be sufficient to encour-
age further production and requests that it be further increased.
Dried fodder
119. The Community's rate of self-sufficiency in dried fodder is in the region
of 77%. ln J-974 a market organization was introduced to offset the produc-
tion costs cf dried plants, but this has failed to maintain the previous
levels of production in recent years.
The drought of 1975 led to a decrease in production of 2L%, ereating
under-utilization of factory capacity and an incrcase in proceesing costs.
Imports, mainly from the United States, increased by 185%. After a period
of stabilization. prices rose sharply in L976, then to drop in,fune 1977.
120. Support must be offered to the driers, otherwise in lovr price years it
would not be,possibte for reasonable prices to be paid to the green fodder
producers. This in turn will lead to a decline in the production,area and
replacement by sugar beet and cereal crops, which already cause problems on
the Community market.
tion
is, moreover, in the interest of the Community to encourage produe-
fodder, given the large deficit of the Community in animal feedetuffs.
12L. The present market, organization provides for fixed aid which cannot
take account of changes in market prices. There are no means to stabilize
Community market prices.
If, as at present, the processor must bear the loss created by lovr
prices, he will no longer be able to guarantee a reasonable price to produ-
cers. At other times, however, as in the 1976 drought, the paying of an
aid is not necessary.
122. The Commission, therefore, proposes a variable aid to be paid when
market prices are lower than the norm price so as to allow producers to be
paid reasonable prices. The aid will- only be granted to processors r,rho
conclude contracts with producers Processing their c,lrn crops or who belong
to cooperatives.
It
of
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123.. this propoeal can be seleaed blz the Cnittee m Agriculturc, even rhile
a certain concera rust be apressed that sre of the restrictios (filigati6
to dras up r:ontncte rit-h producers, fc --rr[.rc) ny lilit the i4nct of the
prqpsal .
one c'h note, iu additio .tbat the Cni-ssi.on prqloaeg, aG fc soya, a
five-ycar trtal lrriod, at thc cnd of 6.ieh the lrqrosed rcgi.re yill. be
reviced-
Pcad and field beans
124- As rittr dricd foddcr, in ordcr !s f-rrove the Counity's protein
sqrplies, tl.e cnissim proposes special- -€asurca to acanngc prodrrctio
of peas and field bcans' by rens of a variable aid, .to eoable ti:r to cor-
petc with soya neal cakc. Aid uiIl bc arantcd 6cn thc rorld rarlset price
fc soya calre is lcer than thc activatlng pricc, at thc ratc of 45I of thc
diffcrence in thc tro gricce. ttc ai.d vlll oly bc graatcd to prccascg
cocluding eotre,cts trich grnnntce rinj1l price to tbc produccra.
Production of peas and field bcans, rfrich is closely rclated to cGrGaI
prices, has droppcd fro SOOr(XX) to 2(X),(X)O tonnce in rccsnt lreara, nndcr-
I.ining the reccssLty for aid.
125- tae Ccaittee o Agriculture cau rclccc tiis prqnsal. for thc sue
reas<rrs and the saDe rGaernatios that -Iply to the Eodified rcgile for dricd
fudder. It should be nd,cd, at the sare ti-le, that, though this ueasure uas
included i-u the Tcditerr:anean' prqrooals, tbe cli-mtic requireuents of thcge
cro[08 oay trecessitate irrigation in the llediterranean regims. This undcr-
Ii-nes the necd for Cmunity ueaeures to Gncqrrage agrrooic rcgearch in
Ita1y, wtrich is laggi-ng bchitral other ltober Stat€s.
Soya bcans
126. In L976/77, the Cmrurity produced anly 2,OOO tonnea cqnred with
reguirements of 14.5 nillion tqrnea. h L977/78 thc Aruide pricc wag rai.sed
by 7.5% but failed to havc an imlnct up(n area zone.
fhcrefore, onc can doubt rihethcr the 4* incrcase proposed will- be suffi-
cient. It is also possible that a change in the method of lnymcnt of aid
would lead to a Erore significant iulnct, if it wcre to be basod on yicld by
means of a rariable aid, ao aa to encourage the uore cfficient producer.
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Seeds
I2Z. In 1976 production was dowrt 32% as a result of the drought, while market
prices increased sharply. The Community, however, was able to meet its
reguirements thanks to the high Ievel of stocks which on 1 iluly 1977 stilI
amounted to 85% of Production :
t976
produetion 1,140,000
stocks 978,000
Expendi:ure in 1976 was 23 million u.a. and in 1977 $ras estimated at
16 million u.a. The main beneficiaries of this, according to production (in
quintals) were :
Denmark 334,498
France L97,84O
Netherlands 185,640
United Kingdom 153,Li8
Belgium 65,918
Italy 44'297
rrEland 6,450
Luxembourg 1,153
In view of the high leve1 of stocks, there seema to be no ecPnomic or
social reason for aid to be grahted in this sector'
Flax and cotlon seeds
m r.r"- 
"""a 
productipn decreased by 20% folrowing a reduction in
area due to Ehe new aid system and the drought. World prices were 10% to
15% hi$Ier ttlan the previous year.
Cotton eeed production has rcmaincd f,alr1y Et€ady duc to Community
meaBurea.
Wine
129. From l95g to 1975 the average ircrease in production was 2.6% pex year.
On the other hand, consumption has continued to stagnate and in 1975/76
dropped bY 2.1%
prices rave improved, despite fairly high stocks, and it has not proved
necessary for special distillation measures to be undertaken Ln 1976/77 (2.2
million hectolitres in the previous year). On the othar ttand, normal mana-
gement measures led to the distillation of 5.2 million hcctolitres for which
aid is much lower than that for speciat digtillation'
- 
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130. rne main purpose of the commiesion's management policy has been to
exclude selectively the lo,v qual.ity winas frorn some of the intervention
meaaur€s (excluding private storage aid for wines of legs than I0o rather than
9.50).
The Cornmission is examining the possibility of fixlng morc selective
critcria particularly for more long-term contracte.
Such actions must remain the basis of a Community management policy,
particularly since distillation meaEures might encourage the development of
high yield lovr quality wines.
At the same time, a two-year ban on new plantings was introduced in 1975,
together with a grubbing premium to last for three years. The Council also
engaged itself in May 1976 to adopt, before October 1978, measures to adapt
wine production to wine consumption.
131. with thEse objectives in mind and taking into account the rcasonable
markct prices, the Conrmission,e proposal for a 2% Lnctcagc in pricca lG6ms
appropriate.
Raw tobacco
132. World tobaceo consumption increased by over 3% in 1975, mainly due to
incrcased demand in developing countrie$ and followed a period of shortage
and high prices fron 1972 and 1974. community consumption, however, is at
best stable end ie deelining in a number of ltlember States.
Communi:y production has remained stable in the last years, while thse
hae been a significant shift in thc production trcnds for partlcular varietiEg.
133. Thc Commisslon Proposcs pricca according to thc trcnda ln dcmend, with
a status guo for Benevcntano and ErzcAovina and graduatcd lncrcaEca for other
varieties.
This policy of adjusting leve1s of premiums according to trcnds in demand
and supply should be maintained for as long as required by markct conditions.
Pruit and veqetables
134. The self-supply rate in the Community has rcmained unchangcd : 7% for
frult, 4326 for citrus fruite and 95% for vegetables. Generally, average
monthly prices were higher than the bagic price Ln 1976/77 (with the cxception
of peaohes, table grapes in Italy and mandarins).
- 
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In 1976/77 countervailing charges, mainly for short periods and specific
cases, were required to prevent disturbances on internal markets but not pro-
tective measures were applied. Indeed, following the 1976 drought, duties
for certain vegetables were suspended for limited periods.
WithdrawaLs were as follows (% of commercial production) :
Apples
Pears
Peaches
Oranges
Mandarins
Lemons
Table grapes
Cauliflowers
Tomatoes
Le75/76 L976/77
10 .95 2 .55
7 .34 L2.25
2 .79 18 .39
2.79 18.46
11.83 9.09
1.38 7.3
0.11
1.39 0.27
2.95 0.50
Given the trend in market prices it is unlikely that there will be
etructural surpluses in the Community.
An increase of 2% Ln prices is proposed, with soecial measurea to J.mprove
the marketing of oranges, mandarins, clementines and lemons and the retention
over two marketing years of a decreasing marketing premium for lemons.
!!ilk
135. The prcclems in the dairy sector are almost too well know to be elabora-
ted further in this report. Deliveries of milk to rliaries will increase by
about 2.5% tn 1977 while consumption of almost all dairy products, except
cheese, wiII, at best, remain stable. The inevitable prospect in 1978 there-
fore is that high milk yields wiLl result in stocks of butter and skimmed
milk remaining at or about their present l-eveIs.
136. The Community's Action Programme appears to have some limited success,
though at a ?reat cost :
(a) the suhsidy schemes for feeding liquid skim to pigs appears to indicate
that greater use may be made of this measure;
(b) 70,OOO tonnes of butter have been placed on the market as a special
Christmas sale at about 30% below the normal retail price;
Furthermore, redrrced price sales to social inst:tutions, the baking
industry and the ice-cream manufacturers are likely to increase consumption
Ln 1977 by 130,000 tonnes.
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137. After the slumP
ing, and EEC exPorts
previous years.
It is e.<pected that stocks of butter will be at a reasonable level of
12O,OOO tonnes in 1978, but intervention atocks may rapidly increase, desPite
the fact thaL 40% of the Community's butter ia novr sold at a subsidized price.
The levels of stocks are as follov,g :
on the world market, prices have been gradually increas-
will be at significantly higher levels than in the
1976 L977
117,800 148,400
L,18L,500 884,800
increase of dairY Produca in the
maintaining its ProPosal for a eo-
Butter
Skimmed milk
powder
138. The Comrlission Proposed an average
region of 1.6%, while, at the same time,
responsibility levY of L.5%.
139. The social importance of milk production in the Community has been
sufficiently stressed earlier on in this report. The 8ma11 produccre in the
more northerly regions of the Community dcpend absolutely on milk production'
Ho\,vever, the1, benefit very little from a price increaEe which largely goes to
the bigger producers, while they are severely hit by the political pressures
and low markct prices brought about by the surplus production.
At the same time there is no evidencc that the co-rcsPonsibility levy
has had the desired psychologieal effcct upon production or that the Commission
envisages a truly effective co-rcsponsibility fund ahle to engage in a dynamic
marketing PolicY.
Furthermore, it is difficult to defend an increase in pricas for a
product which is so dramatically in surplue '
140. The Comurunity must seek to Prevent excessive political pressures building
up against alry increase in the dairy sector'
fhereforer louE rapporteur ProPoses that the co-responsibility levy,
which has proved ineffective, be abolished and, at the same time' there shouLd
be no price hcrease proposed for the milk sector. However, in ordcr to aid
the small producer maintain a reaaonable income, your raPPorteur proPoses that
the price increase proposed by the commission should be granted to those
holdings which, according to the original ProPosal, would have been exdrded
from the co-:eaPonsibility levy' that is' holrlings derivering less than 10'000
litres and t.rose in the mountain and hill regions '
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At the same time, a dynamic marketing policy is required, including
schemes suc}. as "Christmas butter", reduced priced sales to encourage consumP-
tion and measures to ensure that coneumption be maintained on those important
rarkets where excepticral price increasce have led to a reduction in saLes.
Beef and veal
141. In 1976 the cattle count would
cycle has been reached, while totaL
belon the 1975 figure. From 1968
increased by 2% Per year.
C1early this will have
will this pr rdence in Pricc
sumption.
appear to indicate that the bottom of
produqtion of beef and veal was 1.2"/"
to 1975, production of beef and veal
no great significance for producers' incomes, nof
policy be rcflccted in any way in increaeed con-
the
There has, however, been a change in the structtrre of production with
1-arger herds and greater specialization in the three main types of production:
cull cows and young cotus, adult cattle raised cn graes and young male cattle
fattened in produetion units. The proportion of slaughterings of young male
cattle is rising and now represents about one third of alL slaughterings. I
L42. In 1975 total consunption of beef and veal rcmained at the same Level
as in 1975 a,rd seems stable. Beef and veal production remains very Eensitiye
to prices anC incqne and not much increase in consumption can be ercpected.
I43. Throughout 1975 and for most of J-977 market prices failed to increase
and actually fetl from 88% to 85.7% of the guide price-
144. Taking account of the market situation and the proposed agri-monetary
measures, the Commission proposes that the guide price for adult bovine
animals be increased by 2.45%.
The present regime has fai1ed to provide reasonable incomes to producerp
or acceptable prices to consumers.
I45. In October 1977 Ehe Commission presented a repottl on the merits of a
system of prcmiums in the becf sector and all available evidence indicates
that it is orrly through a system of premiums to offset cyclical effects that
reasonable ircomes to producers, with a steady increase in production, can bE
obtained. .mprovements in producers' incorncs, production growth and consump-
tion can only be e<pected by means of the adoption of proposals along the
lines laid dorrn by the Commission.
1 co*(zz) 22o finaL and 221 final
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Piqmeat
146. Pigrneat produetion inereased by 2.7% in 1976 fling to an increase in
slaughterings and average slaughter weights- This i.ncrease continued in the
firat half of 1977, to slow down in the gecond half.
The market prices peaked in the first half of 1976 and felI in the early
part of L977, to be follorred by a rise in the latter period of the year, wtrich
will probably continue irt 1978-
The Commission profroses, therefore, in order to stabilize narket prices
by offsetting the cyclical fluctuations in production prices, and also in
view of the agri-monetary neasures, to increaee the basic price by 3%.
L47. Tt is also important to bear in uind that the monetary cmpenaatory
amounts in the pigmeat sector are calculated on the baeis of the intervention
price. The intervention price, horlever, has never been applied, except for
a very short period. Clearly the present syateu of calculating ltCAs in the
pigneat sector has aIlryed for compansatl,on of monetary fluctuation and the
creation of distortions in inter-Cmunity tradc. It is eesential, there-
fore, that the Commission's proposal for a modification of the systeu for
calculating t[CAs in the pigmeat sector bc adopted.
Eqqs and poultrv
148- Community egg production rose by O.2% in L975, while total htman consumP-
tion remained at the 1975 Ievel.
lilarket praces were higher in 1976 than in 1975 (plue 13% to 37% according
to l{ember State). Prices of campound feedingstuffs also rose conaiderably.
149. Production of poultry increased by 4.5% in
consumption increased by L.7%.
llarket prices reached a peak in the surnmer
fa1l since then, remained at a reasonable Ievel,
animal feed.
L976, while total human
of 1975 and, in spite of a
bearing in mind the eost of
150. Ecpendirure by the cuarantee Section for eggs and pouttry amounted to
8.4 m.u.a. in 1975, 13.1 in 1976 and is cstimated aE 25 in 1977- This is
devoted entirely to refunds.
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Due to the trnrticuts nature of the production of eggs and trroultry,
nainly non-land based and induetrial, the norual uarket instnrmente are not
applied. In the trnst, the Cmission has indicated that it world propose
suggestions for an inter-professional organization to iuprove the understand-
ing and control of the market. The Comnittee on Agriculture, therefore,'
repeats its request for a propoaal aLong thee lines to be suboitted by the
Cmission-
Sheepmeat
15I. The Cmrurity's self-sufficiency rate is inlroving :'5O% in 1973 and 54%
in 1976. Iuports are declining and eqnrts are negligible.
Sheelmeat prices in the Cmunity are detemined nainly by the United
Kingdor and FrcneJr markets : the difference between the two major markets is
appro:rinately 4%.
At the moment, there is no cmon market caanization and serioua inped-
iments to intra-Cornnunity tradc exist- It is cssential that the Council
adopt a limited market organization to ensure free tradc between ltcmber Statea
without discrimination.
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Concluslong
152. ltre atarting 1rcint for any diacuealon on objectivea for agricultural
policy mrst be the growing realisation that present policies have had
Ii.mited EuccesE in bringing about certaln of the principal aims laid down
in the EEc '-'reaty, and in particular equality between agricultural regions,
and Eectors.
,llhe report on the situation in agriculture demonEtrat€s clearly the
degree to which farm incomes are trcving further and further apart, as
between, and especially within, countries. According to all the
statietice available, farm incomea according to regional Location and
tlpe of farrr.ing are diverging at an accclerating rate.
uany c f the smaller fanlly fama, no matter what efforts they em6iloy
to improve efficiency, cannot possibly obtain a eufficient or reaeonable
income as provided for by Article 39 of the EEC Ereaty. Ttre situation ie
rmet striking for thoee srna[ farmE in Belgium which are unable to benefit
from adjuetments in green rate currencies, aE can farmere in France, Ireland[
United Kingdom and ltalY.
Ttre Conrnunity is faced, therefore, with the fact that it is bec'oming
increaEingly difficult to inplement the aims laid down for the conurpri
agricultural poIiq;.
153. At the same time, political- preeeurea are buildj.ng up to ttodify tha
basic concetrlts underlaying the CAP, aa a result of the extensive publicity
given to certain probleme, and in particular the sur3luses which have becn
built up, such as dairy Producte.
Greater efforts are required to find olutions to the inc'ome problems
of producers ard to surpluses. But there can be no simple btanket solution.l
AnswerE must be tailored to the nature of each particular problem, product i
Iby product ard region bY region.
creater differentiation is required between the problem facing the
Bmaller family farms and the wider problems of bringing supply in Line with
demand.
I54. Itre @rmission's proposalg clearly delrcnstrate that for a number of
major producte, dairy, otive oiI, wine, beef and certain cereals, the long
term supply 
=rende are increasing at a greater rate than consumption. It
is in the in:ereEt of the farming population that these i:nbalances are rtot
allowed to c,:ntinue unchecked and for this reaeon alone a prudent price
policy mrEt be recorunended.
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155. At the same time there are a number of products in which the
Conununity has a serious deficit and, in particular, vegetable proteina.
rhe conunlttee on Agriculture can welcome the commieeion,s proposale to
strengrthen 'narket organisation eo as to enclc,urage their production.
Furthermore the conunittee on Agriculture belleves that the prices proposed
for oil see,ls, such as soya, sunflower and cotton should be further
increased.
Alternative sorutions to supply deficiencies in the oirs and fats
sectors, such as taxes on soya imports, present very eeriouE technical
problems since the tariff rates have been tied to the GATT; and seriouspolitical implications give the possibility that a trade war with theUnited States could be initiated.
155- rt is not justified to craim that the @mmisEion,s present price
proposals would have an inflationary effect. such fearB are not the
reason for advocating a prudent price policy.
The impact of price proposale on consuuers is frequently over-estimated.
The part received by the farmer in the prices paid by the consumer represent
at npst 4o%t and the conunission haE estimated that a L@6 increase in prices
would lead to approximately a l. % increaEe in food prices.
The comnission's proposars, therefore, cannot be represented asinflationary, Itre converse, however, would not be true: if the price
increaees proposed vrere to be even further increased, there could be posiibly
serious inflationary effects.
157 
' 
As in Prerrious year€t the conunission proposes a number of green rate
adjustments which have the effect of increasing the average price increaEe
ttom 2/" to 3%. Ttre committee on Agriculture can agree that at the time of
annual price fixing, it is appropriate for lirnited adjustments in green
rates to be a ffected. rtror^7ever, careful attention must be paid to the
specific proL,Iems facing particular countries, since over rapid reductionin green rates can lead to e:<treme pressures on producer incomes, particularly
where producers have faced rer.ativery high rates of infration; and here,
one can refer in particurar to Belgium and the Netherlands. trb purely
mechanistic approach can be adopted, since divergent pressures can emerge
which cannot be foreseen at any partieular npment. rhe comnunity should
continue, as it has in the past, to make adjustments whGre it is possibre
and appropriaE,e.
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158. rtre question of the adjustments of green rates, and indeed the overati.
price leve1, is directly related to the unit of account enployed in the
agricultural Eector. Ttre agricultural sector is one of the few where the
European uni-t of account has not been applied. And as the commission etatep
clearly in :ts proposals, the present unit of account is no longer 
"n """ur.i,"indicator oE the effeetive revel of price support in the community. rhe 
]
commission stresses that the use of the unit of account in the agriculturall
sector would enable the annuar fixing of prices to be carried out in a
npre transparent manner.
For these reasons the Committee on Agriculture
introduction of the European unit of account in the
calls for the early
agricultural sector.
159. Conce::ning the price proposals by sector, the Committee on Agricultur{,
while agree'-ng to the general lines of the Commission,s proposals, feels ]
that a grea:er differentiation between surpLus and deficit producte is
required; and that npre action is required for those products for which
no outlets for surpluses can be foreeeen.
160. Tlhe re-alignment of the cereal prices, partially introduced in the
previous marketing year in order to allow the market greater play to fix
Irealistic prices, has proved to be a success. Artificial price relationshi$s
have been eliminated and the disposal of fodder grains has been facilitatedl
iThere:'emain a number of poblems to be solved: thetechnical requireme4ts
for tests t<' distingruish between bread-making and non bread-making wtreat ar]
still to be decided upon. Furthermore, very substan+-ial guantities of rye i
have built up in the intervention stocks; and no outlet exists, particularllr
since the greater part of rye produced ls not suitatle for bread-making. 
iltterefore, criteria should be established to prevent rye, not of bread-uakirlg
quality, from being placed in intervention Etocks.
161. on olive oil, the committee on Agriculture has maintained its positiori
of previous years. Ttre committee therefore accepts the commission's proposjl
to nodiflr tl,e olive oil regime in order to alIow the market to fix the markdt
price and so increase consumption and reduce intervention stocks. The
cornmittee on Agriculture believes that this will be in the interests of
producers, particuJ-arly since the very tong delays in the palzment of aid to
producers will be reduced. Ttre Committee on Agriculture, at the same time
must express concern lest the new market organisat,ion results in a reductiol
in the income of producersi and, therefore, requests that a report be i
presented tc the European parliament and the Council, one year after entry
into force cf a proposed market regnrlation.
t
I
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L62. For those products for which the Community is in deficit the Conmittle
on Agriculture believes that production should be encouraged; and, therefo{e,
welcomes the proposals for strengthening market organisation for vegetable
proteins, and believes that there should be a further increase in the pric
proposed for oil Eeeds.
153. On tobacco, the @nunittee on Agriculture believes the present poficy 
i
of differentiation between varieties according to their supply ana demand I
eituation should be continued for as long as required by market conditions4
and, therefore, approves the stand-still in prices for Beneventano and
Erzegovina and graduated increases for other varieties.
L64. Ttre milk sector is the one with the npst Eerious market problems.
Stocks of ;rkiruned milk powder and butter are at unacceptably high levels
and no pro lpect of their reduction can be envisaged.
165. Finaliy, the Committee on Agriculture must emphasize once rpre that
price policy alone cannot be seen aa a Bubstitute for measuree to reduce
surpluses. A wider range of policies is required, including improvements
to market organizations, etructural measures, improvemente in marketing,
measures to stimulate conaunption and programnes of measures for individual]
sectors such as that adopted in L977 for the milk sector. Ttre CorunisEion,si
proposals represent a limited step in the right direction, but erren if tfre I
Council were to follow the Conrnission's suggestion fonrprddgnee in price
policy, it is unlikely that the Commission'e proposals will achieve the
two esgential objectives: of ensuring an adequate income to the sI[aIIer
family farm and the disfavoured regionE; and preventing a buird up of
costly surpluses and the resutting political presBures to nodify the very
principles of the CAp.
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AilNEK I
I. NEW !{A]TKEE ORGA}IIZATIqTS
processed fr>dder . !I9y1999-!9:lgl3!l9g
L. Uniform rate of aid throughout the Commurity to Reg. 1067/74 on l
be fixed each year "with the aim 6g tnErroving dehydrated fodder^
the Comnunity's protein supplies".
2. Norm price to be fixed each year "at a level
that is fair to producers".
I{hen the ncrm price is higher than the average
market pr ice for heat dried fodder, additional
aid shall be granted :
(a) at 8A% of the difference for artificially
heat dried products, lucerne and grasa
protein concentratesi
(b) at 40% of the difference for other products
(sun dri-eri) .
3. Aid to be granted only to those processors
who :
- 
have ccncluded contracts with producers of
fodder;
- 
process their o$rn cropsi or
- 
to cooperatives processing crops of members.
4. Private storage aid to storage ccntracts to
al-leviate temporary market imbalanceg.
5. Measures to counteract market disturbanceE
caused by imports or exports.
5. Managemenc Committee.
7. Regulation 1067/74 repa.Led.
PeaE and field beans
1. An activating price to be fixed each year to
enable producers to compete with oil cake.
2. When aver:rge world market price for soya cake
is lorer Ehan the activating price, aid shall
be granted at a rate of 45% of the difference
between the two prices.
- O.J. No L l-20, I.5.1974, p.2.
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3. Aid only to be granted to animal feed manufac- Bfgyfggg-Bggglglfgl
turers who conclude contracts granting ninimum
prices to producers.
Otive OiI
1. production aid to be timited to olive treeg Reg. L36/56/EEIL
existing at time'of entry into force of proposed
regulation.
2. Aid to be standardized by applying criteria to
determine oil production potential, in order to
simplify allocation.
3. Producer's guarantee wil-l remain at equivalent
Ievel, brt the intenrention prices will no
longer be timited to the market target price
but to the producer's selling price (production
target p::ice lees the production aid).
Tha differencE between the prica paid to the
producer and the average markEt price wil-l be
refunded to the purchaser. Consequently,
there will be a tangible resul-t for consumers.
IntervenEion wiLl be restricted to grorers and
their grcups and associations, in order to
ensure that aid is reflected in price granted
to grorters, and that oil receiving an aid
cannot be offered for intervention.
1 o.r. No l, 172, 3o.g.Lg66, p. 3625/66.
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IT. MODIFICATION TO II{ARKET ORC,ANIZATIONS
Anesduegl_!c
Durum Wheat Begglelfgl:
1. Aid to be granted onry to a more rimited number Reg.2727/752, Art. 10
of regions in ltaly (Abruzzi, Basilicata,
Calabria, Campania, ltoliee, Puglie, Sardegna,
Sicilia and Umbria).
2. Provisions in force for L977/1978 marketing year.
Cereals
1. No carry-over payment for 1978 harvest or for Rag. 2727/752, Art. 9
cereals not of minimum intervention quality.
i
2. Reference prices in future to be fixed by Reg.2727/752, Art. 5
Iuanagement committee procedure. (5) and (6)
3. Changes to the criteria for qualities to be
eligible for the application of reference
prices ani reductions, in order to prqnote the
use of Co:nmunity cerealg in animal fccd.
Rice
Threshold price to be f,ixed by l,tanagement Reg. 1418/764, Arts,
committee procedure. Arts' 14(4) and 15"
Suqar
Reduction of "8" quota frcrn 35% to 20% of "A" Reg. 3330/145,
quota. Art' 32 (4)
Isoqlucose
1. A fixed anount production levy to apply in Reg.1111/776, Art.8
Lg78/7g and L979/80 sugar y".r"I.
2. When sugar production levy is less than 50 u.a. Reg. 1111/776, Art. 9
isoglucose levy to continue to appty et tht a-an'a
rate aE sugar production'Icvy. I
3. Amount of production levy for period 1.Iu1y 1979 Reg. 1111/776, Art. 9
to 30 Jun r 1980 to be fixed by the Council
according to tl.anagement Committee procedure.
' R"g. LLIL/1l laid down that from 1 July 1978 the production levy on
isoglucose should equal that on sugar.
2 o.r. No L 281, r.rr.r975, p. 1
3 o.r. No r. 136, 2.G.r97G, p. G
4 o.,r. No L 136, 2.6.1976, p. 13
u o.r. No L 359, 3r.r2 .1974, p. L
6 o.r. No L L34, 28.5.tg77, p. 4
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Seeds
1. Aid to be fixed for two consecutive years, in Reg. 2358/7L1, Art.3(1)
order to improve the planning of production.
2. Recording of all seed multiplication contracts Reg. 2358,/71, new
between undertakings and gro\ders and producers Art' 3(a)
in non-member countries.
Tobacco
Rates of exchange to remain fixed for the 1977
harvest.
Fruit and v3_ge!Eb!Cg
Continuel payment of marketing premiums for Reg. 2511 /692,
lemons f.rom end of L977/78 marketing year untir Arts ' 6 and 7 (2)
I .fune 1980, with phased reduction of amor.rnt :
50% and 25% Ln 1978/79 and L979/80 marketing
years of amount appJ.icable in 19771178 marketing
year.
Cheese
tlodifica[ion of tariff descriptions of Common Reg. No AO4/583 and
Customs lariff of certain cheeses, &runentaler, Reg. No 823/684
cruyire, Sbrinz, BergkHse, Appenzell and
Cheddar.
!!iIk and milk products
J-. Programme of sales of milk and certain milk Reg. LOAO/775
products to schoolchildren at reduced prices :
(a) Community contribution to be 13 u.a. per Art. 1(2)
IOO/'xg rather than 50% of target price;
(b) Memter States' contribution to be reduced Art. 2(5)
from 50% to 33%e
(c) only part of increased Community contri- Art. 3
bution to be assimilated to the measures
provided for in Regulation LO79/77 on a co-
responsibility levy and measurea for expan-
ding the markets in milk and milk products.
- o.J. No L 246, 5.11.1971, p. I
.,
'o..l 
. No.,318, 18.12.1969, p. 1
3 o.o. No i, 148,28.5.1968, p. 13
45'O.J. No L 151, 306.]-968, P. 3 - O.J. No L 131,26.5.L977, P.8
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2. consumer subsidy for butter in united Kingdom to Reg. gg0/221, ert. 3(r)
be gradually aligned on Community arrangements
for financing the subsidy :
(a) from I April 1978 to 30 ,June 1978 :
- 
1007. for that portion not exceeding
28 u.a./IOO kg.i
- 
25% for that portion in excess of
28 u.a ./LOO kg.;
(b) from I ,IuIy 1978 to 30 September L978 :
- 
IOU/" for that portion not exceeding
23 u.a./IOO kg.t
- 25% for that portion in excess of
23 u.a ./L00 kg. i
(c) from I October 1978 to 31 December 1978 :
- 
LOO% for that portion not exceeding
18 u.a./too kg.i
- 25'', for that portion in excess of
L8 u.a./IOO l<9.
Calf premium (applicable in Italy)
' To be continued for a further twelve months. Reg. 464/752
Incentives Eor investment in milk sector
^rrr- "ro 
or in Directive 72/L5g/EEc3
Directiv.r 72/L59/EEC suspended, except :
(a) to aids granted to investments of 20,000
u.a. or below per IIIH;
(b) to farmg producing at least BO% of required
fodder;
(c) in MdzzogLorno region.
S ilkworms
Additionrl aid not to be granted.
' 
o.r. No L 106, 2g.4.rg77, p. 31
2 o.l. No L 52, 28.2.rg75, p. 5
3 o.r. No L 96, 23 .4 .1972 , p. t
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EEC-9
Ger
Fr
ItaIy
Neth
Bel
Lux
UK
IreI.
DK
+ 0.5
- 8.0
+ 8.6
- 2.5
- 5.2
- 6.7
+ 2.8
0
2t.5
10 .9
ANNEX II
Ger
Fr
Ita ly
Bel.
Nbrh
Lux
UK
IreI
DK
EEC
1971 = I00 1973 = 100
9L.2
99.7
LO4.6
85.4
92.4
)7.8
96.5
i25.9
133 .2
99.4
toz.9
122.5
138.0
LO7.4
r18. 2
Lts.2
L72.5
168. I
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FORECAST FR,OM VALI'E ADDED PER WORKER. REAL FARMS, 1977
SIIUATIO,N ON THq cOl4'flrNllT SU@R ItARKEf,
i s!tlgg!s!-!g:-!Eg-I27zll2!9,-ElrEe!its-rs3r :
- 
Productlon r
ANND( III
11,300,000 tonnps, of ttrlch
700,000 tonnee of 'C' Bugar
1r5O01000 tonnes, of which
900,000 tonnes
700,000 tonnes
- 
E<istlng stock :
tlininum eiock :
DLapoaablc etocks !
Importg fron ACP corrntrics : I,30O,00O tonneg
Quantlty of augar for otport : 3,300,000 tonnes, of which
2r,600,000 for which the Community
ie responsible
7001000 as 'C' Bugrr
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AENEx_rv
fhe averaqe bread-makinq qualitv of ccflunon vrheat
1. Counon wheat is consLdered to be of average bread-making guality if,
after the grain has been milled into flour, th€ dough nade.frqu this
flour is not viscid and can be kneaded, and if, after the dough has
fermented and been baked, the volrrme of bread obtained and the crr:mb
texture satisfiz the quality standards of normal bread-rnaking.
2. Bread quality is closely linked to the quality and quantLty of the
gluten contained in the ccrrunon wheat since the Etability and
elasticity of the dough depend on the gluten.
3. 1[trere are various methode of measuring ihe quality of the gluten
(e.9. measuring the gluten content, Chopin's alveograph). It can
be measured by the baking test, which is still not reliable despite
the fact that it has b€en the aubject of Comrunity etudiee, or by
measuring the proteln content and by the Zelemy tost (meaeurlng the
extent to which the flour rises).
4. Until the baking te6t beccrnes sufficiently reproducible and reliable
in the nine l,tember States, the Cqnnriseion has proposed to the Council
the seeond alternative as a standby eolution (measuring the protein
content and Zelemy test), together with the lDgberg test (fertrentability
of the dough).
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PER CAPITA CONSUMPTION OT'THE MAIN IPOD PRODUCTS
(average in kg per inhabitant and per year in L973-76)
ANNEI( V
Product EEC 9
National range
maxl_mum m].nlmum
Cereals (not including rice)
Sugar
Potatoes
Vegetables (inc1. preserves)
Fruit (inciuding preserves
and fruit juices)
Citrus frui.t
Wine (titres)
I.{ilk (fresh products, other
than cream)
l{eat (not including offal)
of which : beef and veal
pigrmeat
poultrlmeat
Vegetable oils and fats(average :-974-75)
Butter (fat )
Eggs (including processed
products)
83
38
80
99
60
23
50
LO2
76
25
33
L2
L4
6
t4
t28
4A
t2t
ls4
87
37
103
2L7
90
3t
5I
16
20
1l_
t7
ItaIy
Ireland
Ireland
Italy
Germany
Italy
France
Ireland
France
BeLg/Lttx
Germany
Italy
Italy
Irel-and
Germany
Netherlands 63
Italy 30
Ita1y 37
Denmark 49
Ireland 29
Ireland
Ireland
10
2
rtaly 73
Denmark 62
Dennark 16
Italy 18
Netherlands 7
Ireland 7
rtaly ) 
-Netherlands ) z
rtaly )Benelux ) 11Denmark )
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A}INEK VI
INCOME A}ID PRICE EI.ASTICITIES
Milk
Cheese
Beef and veal
Irlutton and lamb
Pork
Broiler chicken
Sausages (beef)
,' (pork)
F.ggs
Butter
Sugar
Potatoe6
Freeh vegetables
Presh fruit
Bread
A11 foods
I urria.d Kirgdom onlY;
1973.
Price elaeticitieE 1958:1973
- 0.09
- 0.11-
- 
L.57
- 
0.95
- 
1.06
- 
0.88
- 
0.48
- 
0.09
- o.4
- 0.12
0.57 to - I.55
- 0.32
Food Consumption and D<Penditure
0 .11
0 .37
o.42
o.24
o.32
0.1
0.1
0.5
o.2L
o.2+
0 .13
0.04
0.38
o.7
0.02
0.18
HMSO, Household
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Income elasticities of demaBd for
't
@rviauat fooAs tgZg-
OPINION OF THE COMITI.ITTEE ON BI'DGETS
Draftsman: !!r CAILLAVET
On 23 January 1978 the Committee on Budgets appointed !{r Caillavet
draftEman.
It cr,nsidered the draft opinion at its meetings of 2 February and
2 lilarch 1 )78 and at the latter meeting adopted it unaniuously.
At the same meeting the committee qpproved by 8 votes to 5 the
Corunission's proposal for an overall inqrease in agricultural prices of
2% but' felt that there should be no incqease in tte prices of surplue
products. Furthermore, it unaniuusly ]aIIed for an improvement in the
budgetization of revenue and expenditur( connected with the co-responeibility
Ievy. The draftaman vraa agked to amend hie opinion to take account of
theae decisione.
Pregr:nt: lrlr Lange, chairmanl !4r Caillavet, draftsman; lrlr Aigar,
Lord Bruce. of Donington, llr Frtih, l,!r Hughes (deputizing for lrlr Hansen),
Itlr Jalcobsen (deputLzlng for Lord Besgborough), l,!r Xofoed, !,tr Notenboom,
Mr Schreiber, Mr Scott-Hopkins, Iltr Shaw and llr Spinelli.
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IIITROD(TTION
1. Having been asked for its opinion on the Comniseion's proposals on
agricul-turaJ. prices for L978/79 and related measures, the Conunittee on
Budgets has :he task, this year as every year, of analysing these proposals
and determining their financial and budgetary consequences.
Before proceeding with this analysis, certain introductory remarks need
to be made.
Aqricultural prices and the Comnunitv Budqet
2. The fixing of agricul-tural prices for a given marketing year is, in
financial terrns the most important act of the vear, Eince these prices
largely dete:-mine agricultural e:rpenditure, and this e:<penditure represents
on average a.:nost 75% of the European budgetl. It must, horuever, be borne in
mind that the budget only contains relatd.vely approxi.mate estlnltes of €rq)en-
diture, since this expenditure is highly dependent on the econonlc climate.
3. On the other hand, it ehould be remembered that the level of agricul-
tural prices to a certain extent determined the total levies applied to
agricultural products irnported by the Corununity and thus directly influences
an important proportion (about 10%) of the Conununity's budgetary I@82
4. In pracl:ice the strictly budgetary implications of the decisions on
prices are d:.fficult to assress insofar as the financial vear and the aqricul-
tural marketing year overlap, the firstiUcginnlng on I ilarnrary, lnd thc geeond
ln aprilrzr'Lt'. Thug decielone on pricerihavo conlcqluegces for the budgct aLraady
voted, insofar as they affect agriculturil exFndtture betreen ttay anG
Deceniber, and on the followlng financial-ycar, insofar as they affect agrlcul-
tural expenditure up to the month of Septenibcr.
L lq% in r97rr
2
t
9.4% rn L976
l[he agricultural marketing year is always based on a period of L2 months,but the date on which the year starts varies consideribly according tothe product (for example, milk in April, wine in Septernber). Ttris further
complicates the relationship to the calendar year (on which the budgetaryyear is based).
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5. lfhe connection between'decisions on agriculture and budgetary problemsjustifies the insistence with which ParLiament hae called for the council'E
decieione on prices to be jrrurrediately follonred 
- if this appeara necesEary -
by a draft supplementarv or rectifvinq budqet (whlch *ouldl clearly cme to
terms with the conaequences of the decigione on agriculture). l{hat ig at
stake here is the fundamental principle of financial responsibility which the
Cosunission delcared its intention of adopting and applying during the last
budgetary yelr.
6. Sirnilarly, e:<perience of past years has shown that in dealing with such
a difficult and wide ranging brief, the Cornmission has come to make consider-
able modifications to its proposals durincr their consideration bv the council
and even to hold in reserve complementary or alternative propositions for
possiSle subsequent introduction into the 'negotiatJ-onE' as and when circum-
stances require. Parliament soneti.mes gives its opinion on initial proposals
by the Commission which ultimately undergo fundamental modification. Ttris
modification means that the financial consequencee of the proposals are them-
selves modif:ed, or even compLetely transformed, in the course of negotiations,
and that the opinion of the Committee on Budgets is virtually left by the
wayside as the debate develops. The corunittee is therefore obliged to try to
keep its original opinion rather generaL in scope, while keeping a watch on
the develoPment of discussions within the Council and reserving the right to
intervene again when the final decision begins to emerge.
7 - Finally, the irnportance of this matter e:<plains why parliament has already
e:<pressed its intention, given the right conbination of legal and political
prerequisiter-:, of asking the Council to inittate a concil,iation procedure to
give the Assembly more say in the final decisions.
AIBI,YSIS OF THE COI{MISSION'S PROPOSAI,S
8. Before setting out the specific proposars underrying this opinibn, a
particular set of circumstances must be noted which may influence pa,rliament'E
decision on prices and related measures this year. Indeed, the Conunrission haE
simultaneously laid before the council two separate proposals of great import-
ance concerning:
- Mediterranean agriculture
- the monetary conpensatory amount mechanLsm (MCA!)
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9. rt is clear th"t th."" th""" 
"obi..t" """ intfut"Iu Iink.d both onthe technical leve1 (cf. the interdependence between the proposale on prices
and on the monetary compensatory amounts) and on the political level (the
proposars relat,i.ng to l,tGdlterranean products being seen aE a rray of re_
establishing the equilibritun of the current agricultural policy of the
community) - rt would therefore be desireable if the cormrittee on Budgets and
the ParlLament made efforts to take up an overall position on these three
series of proposals, especially in vi.ew of the fact that when they go before
the council they will probably be treated as a single ,packager within rrrtrich
the usual nerJotiations and compromises wLrl be affected.
10. rt is not necessary for the corunittee on Budgets to go over the cormissionb
nunerous and comrplicated proposals again in detail. rt will be enough to give
a general description before going into the specific financial and budgetary
conaeguences in greater detail. As every year, these propoeals faII into three
Satesorae.gj prices, agri-monetary measures and retated measures.
a) TEg-pg-is9-pr9899319
1l-. The conunission ProPoses an average increase of 2?d. rt clearl-y recognises
the very limited nature of this increase and justifies it on two grounds:
serious economie difficulties burdening the non-agricultural structures of
the conununity economy, and the persistence of large imbalances in various
sectors of agricultural production. fhis Lncrease'of 2% has to,,be considered
in the light of the increase of 4.2% which would have been permitted under
strict application of the 'obJective method' of price calculation. Recogniz-
ing that t-hts 2% average in fact covers a wLde range of different tevels of
increase according to the product concerned, the folloruing figures may aerve
as a guide:
- miLk (target price)
- butter (intervention price)
-beef { tr
- common wheat rr ,t
- sugar , rr
- olive oil- rr ,r
b) 19 I-i:ts9! *ery-gs rg g=s g
L2. contrary to prevloun yeara, the conunission is preeenting a g1obal and
undifferentiated proposal on modification of the representative rates; this
proposal_ is basically airned at achieving a reduction of,_I,/7th in the level
of the current eomPeo€atorv anounts. rn doing this the cournltslon ie ooly a-p5ilyingin advancc the rmchaniam for the pr-ogrisr[va iunnini:ilo6-(-oir-er 7 trears) cif- ttre
monetary comtrrensatory Ermounts, uttich is the sulrjeeE of a separate prlpoealfor a regulation.
+2%
+ L.g6
+ L.25%
+ L.2G%
+ L.L6%
+ a.O7%
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13. The ccmnission states that this reduction of L/7t,h in the monetary
compensatory anounts would have a similar effect to a I% increase in aqricul-
tural prices and would be added to the pfoposed 2% increaee;
c) Related measures
L4. Itris year these measures, which are very numerous, relate to practi-
calIy all the market organizations and are aimed at adapting them to new
situations and new needs.
15. Ttre principal measures are as follows:
- reducticrr cf the quota to which the sugar price guarantee will app1y,
- e:<tension of calving premium,
- e:<tension of the co-responsibirity levy and the isoglucose levy,
- aid for processed feedingetuffs.
FINArcBI. AND BT,IX'ETARY CONSEOI.IEIWES oF THE coIIOIrcsIoN,s PRo,osAI.s
16. As it did last year, the ConuniEsion hae taken paine to set out the
financial consequences of lts proposals in a particularly careful and detailed
annex. The financial and budgetary consequences will be considered separately.
The financial consequences
L7. rn their present state the Conunission's proposals wouLd permit the
achievement both of economies in e:<penditure and of Lncreases in revenue as
compared with the appropriations and regourcee provided for in the I9Z8 budlget.
18. 1[he e:rpected addition to.ry,g would ba of the order of 39.g MEUA for the
1978 financi-a1 year and 74.8 MEUA for the full year (i.e. for the marketing
year). Ttris additional revenue iE derived from the increase in levieE con-
sequent on the price meaaureE. At the sane time it should be remembered that
these are not realIy additionaL resources since they will in fact be deducted
from the GNP contributions of the llember States.
- 
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in MEUA
inancial cona€quenc.s ofl ! cor,""q.,e3311_5tr trre j consequenc::_:?r the
prices
agri-monetary measures
related measures
+ L92.5
-43
- 161.4
19. Etre econonies in e:<pendlture can be broken down as foII*rs:
1 A" .*,trared with the l97B budget
This table showE that:
the gice incrEaees will cauee appreci3!16 increases in expenditure in a
full year but relatively rnodest increases as regards the 1978 budget.
the @retary measures, on the other hand, wiJ-I permit considerable
economies, especially under the 1978 budget,
the related measures are calculated to produce considerable economleg in
the J.ong-term.
Budqetary consecruenceB
20. In theory the Corsnission's protrrosals avert
mentarv aqricultural budget in 1978. Ilowever,
the neceEsity for a supple-
they do necessitate a IEI!€E.
inq budqet to permit the impJ-ementation of the numerouE modifications of
appropriationrl withLn the various chapters of the EAGGF caused in particular
by the'related m€aaureE.
2L. As to the e)q)ected increase in @, this does not call for a supple-
mentary budget either, but could also necessitate rectificatlon of the state-
ment of revenueE in the 1978 buclget.
CC.|ME!+TSBY@
22. Before passing judgement on the CorilniEsion proposals, the Conuuittee on
Budgets must goint out that these proposals are both uncertain and provisional.
At this stage, while the Conunittee on Budgets can certainly give an opinion on
the inherent merits of the Colnrnission's initial proposals, it must not lose
sight of the fact that these merits are sonehrhat academic.
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+ 33.4
-3I
- lt.5
TOTAI, - 9.1 - l_1.8
Ilucertain and provisional draracter of the prmosals
23. llhese forecasts are uncertain because operience shows that ia agricul-
tural n'tters it is particularly tlif,ficult to aaaeaa rith any precieion a 1evol
of e:penditure closely linlced to han€Bte, rcrld prices and fluctuations in
rates of exclanrgtel.
lloreover ttris year there is all the mre uncertainty ia the propoaals in
that they were nade in f,ovobar L977 aDd, since t-hat date, there hae been an
appreciable revision of both ttre agricultural and nonetary estimates for the
LqA/7g narketing y"u'.
24. lEhe forecasts are also very provisional because the hietory of the 1ast
five years shows, as was poiutect out in the introduction, ttrat the Cmission
is often resiTned in adrranrce to ttre need to make considerable nodifieations
in its proposals in response to tlre reeePtion tlrey receirre in the Council.
But e\r€n partial modification of these prcpoaals can hane considerable flnan-
ci.aI consequenees.
Aasessent of the C@ittee on BudsetB
25. Precautious as they are, ttrese propoeals nevertheless incorporate the
technical arrd political intentiong of the CmissioD, and the Cmittee on
Budgets must lake up a poeition with regard to them, on the basie of Eh'c'three
categories di ttinguiehed aborze.
(a) Ils-gg-isg-prgpggtlg
26. lfhe irrcrease proposed for L97S/79 appeara relatively nodegt by cqrariaon
with the increases made in L977/7e (+ 3.9re and L9?6/7? (+ 7.7%1. siuLlarry,
it' is lorrer than the figure obtained by the 'objectlve method, l+ 4.2%) or ther
clemands of the professional bodies (+ 5%) for L97g/79.
1 S". point 3 of Annex I for comparison b€tveen forecast and actual expenditure 6f
the EAGGF,/Guarantee Section ln 1926 (i.q., 
" 
iift.r.nce of g?().
a
- E.l mating lt? ?nng?I price proposars, the comiseion generarly updatestheir financial implications in step with econoric trenfis. thl-s yearthe price proposals lrere prepared much earlier and'the cmiesion willnot be calculating the supplementary e:<penditure estimates due to economictrends until after the council's decieions on prl_ces: i.e., ne:<t Aprir.Itris adds conffi-rab1y to the artificial naturE of the CormiEsion,sfinancLal estimates.
- 
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21. The ir:rease in expenditure due to this rise will therefore probably bc
reasonably Linited; the following table ildicates the filancial conseguenee!
of the thre: percentage ilcreases guoted:
Increase ilprices for 1978 ?9
2%
4-2%
5%
Filancial conaequencea
oner 12 rcnttrsl
+ 193 m Etn
+44OmEIB
+ 524s:-E(n
1 o" 
"ory"red with the1978 budget.
2A. In Ll,-.,1, the Comittee on Budgets accepted the average price increase
proposed by the Con'nission (+ 3tr) but refused any increase irt prices on
products in surplusl; the Comittee on Budgets considered that price auPPort
reaaures should reflect a will to iryrone production structures, imbalances
which iscur high expenditure on storage and even the destruction of products2.
Zg- The Cormtittee on Etrdgets remaijrs convilced that a comn agricultural
policy baged only on price Bupport would aoon involve the Cmunity in
i,tolerable charges on its budget without producing any Eolution'to tlte
problem of iubalances in certain areas of production, which are the principal
cause of excessive exPenditure'
30. llrtre Comittee on Budgets feels itat it should maintain ttris year
the position it adopted in 1977 and hence approve the Comigsion's propoaal
for an overall increaEe of 2/., on the understanding that there should be no
price increage for surplus products.
(b) Aqri-monetar-Y-gg3gg1gg
_J----------
31. The sole Eeasure proposed by the Comrission consists of reducilg by one
seventh the current compensatory amounts. This would permit an econouy of
43 n Et,| cver the duration of the narketilg year: but this neasure is the
subject of a separate proposal for a regulation on which the Conil*ee on
Budgets ie to forrmrlate a separate opinion.
Doc. 9/77 Annex.
See point 2 of Annex I, 1975 expenditure by t11ge of operaticn
I
2
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32. Here, therefore, the Committee on Budgets can only restate the position
of principle which it has affirmed many times in relation to agri-monetary
expenditure and the conclusions of its previous opinion on the L977 /78
agricultural prices, in which it stated its view that monetary compensatory
amounts shot ld be dispensed with as soon as economic conditions permit.
33. It shorrld also be pointed out that the February devaluation of certain
'green rates'will enable the Community to achieve more substantial economies
than those rnade possible by the automatic reduction of monetary compensatory
amounts by one-seventhl.
34. As regards the present opinion, the Committee on Budgets must therefore
restrict itself to renewing its appeal for a proqressive but real reduction
in aqri-mono-tary expenditure, which, in 1976, represented almost L5% of
total EAGGF expenditure2; furthermore, your draftsman considers it desirable
for the pIa med dismantling to be carried out over a shorter period of tirne
than that proposed, if possible within three years.(c) The reLated meagures
35. The most important of these measures are aimed at improving the quality
of production (e.9., cereals)r ?nd restricting the volume of surylus products
(e.g., sugar and dairy products). They are theredore capable of improving
the profitability of these areas of production in the long term, but, starting
from the L978/79 marketing year, they will also permit the achievement of
considerabl: budgetary 
-ggggqb, as is shown by the following table:
Relatei measures Financial consequences
over 12 months
- cereals: raising of the quality
levels for intervention 
- 95 m u.a.
ggg35' limitation of the
quota eligible for refunds .. 
- L73 m u.a.
glIEr continuation of
co-r< sponsibility levy
35. Other related measures, on the other hand,
ture, but they too contribute to the attempt to
- butter: 3consumer subsidy-
- EggI, calving preriums3
Devaluation of the 'green rates' of the sritish'
and the French franc would permit a reduction of
amounts borne by the Community by some 165 m EUA
year.
- 2L4 * u.".3
j:nply supplementarv e:<pendi-
raticrnalize markets:
. +50mu.a.
+ 77 m u.a.
pound, the Italian lira
the monetary compensatory
over the 78/79 marketi.ng
thet
see point 2 of Annex I
These measures were already in force durr4g the previoug marketing year.
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37. In total, these related lleasures seem, therefore, to be inspired by
the same concern for the restoration of equilibrium in production and
markets as the price proposals. In addition, their overall effect represents
an economy of 161.4 m EIA for the Lg78/7g marketing y..rl. The Committee on
l'
38. The co-responsibilitv levv on milk production; the Committee on Budgets
must exPress certain reEervations on the proposal for a regulation fixing
the co-responsibirity levy forthe L97g/79 milk year. without taking up a
position on the appropriateness 
- as regards agricultural policy 
- 
of this
levy, the Committee on Budgets must state that its introduction into the
budgetary sphere poses certain delicate problems;
- the levy is a sort of para-fiscar tax, the revenue from whieh is
exerusively applied to expenditure incurred in the milk and dairy
produ:t sector;
the levy is not an 'own resource'of the community in the sense of
the decision of 21 April 1970. For this reason, it was poesible to in-
troduce it in L977 by means of a regulation 
- and wlthout ratification
by the lt4ember States;
neither the levy nor the revenue it produces are therefore in a true
sense 'budgetized'2. They are thus neither subject to the budgetary
autho,'ization of Parliament nor to its a posteriori eontror;
utili;:ation of the revenue produced by the levy is decided on by the
Commission 'in concertation with trade circles, .
39. It should also be noted that the revenue produced by this levy does not
represent a real saving since all the fiscal revenue is to be disbursed to
finance various promotionar measures for mirk and milk productE.
40. It is clear that the Treaty of Rome does not exclude the introduction
of taxes of l.his nature within the context of common market organizations;
but it is eqr ally clear that the revenue and expenditure Lnvolved'must be
formally and fully entered in the budget so that it is the budgetary
authority 
- and, in particular, parliament by virtue of the budgetary powers
assigned to it by the Treaties of L97O and 1975 
- that determines its amount
and utilization.
See above, point 19
In the 197'' and 1978 budgets, the revenue produced by this levy is entered
as 'negative expenditure' and deducted from the overall total of expenditurefor the milk and milk products sector. This rather unorthodox and doubtful
method of presentation was questioned by the Commit':ee on Budgets'and
Parliament at the time.
1
2
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4L. A11 these factors which have been briefly summarized here make plain the
highly uncertain character of this }evy from the point of view of budgetary
orthodoxy. I{oreover, the Conmittee on Budgets has already pointed .out the
riske involved in the creation of the eort of Community para-fiecality which
wouLd be completely outside the controL of ParIiamentl.
42. This problem is therefore quite serious and merits the attention of the
Cormrittee on Budgets, which will certainly wish to propose appropriate
solutions at the earliest opportunity. It therefore feels that an im-
proved system of budgetizing the co-responsibility levy, which guarantees
Parliement's budgetary rights, should be worked out and adopted for the
1979 budget.
COIIIIENTS ON T}IE.AGRICULTURAL' SUPPLEW
43. Despite the - traditional - reassuring words from the Commission, it
is very likeIy that implementation of the Council's decisions on prices and
related measures will - this year as every ,"^r'- require the adoption of
an 'aqricultural' supplementary budget3 .
The Commission apparently intends introducing similar taxes in several
common market organizations (eee especially its recent propoeale on
alcohol) and thereby setting up a new para-fiscal 'system'. The Committee
on Budgets has already commented on this matter in its opinion on
isoglucose (PE 5L.976/rev.) where it states:
'9. In view of the effects which this develpment could have on
Community taxation, and consequently on the ludgetary powers of
Parliament, this point should he brought to the attention of the
committees responsible, and the Committee on Budgets should be
invited to conduct a general examination of this question at an
earl1z date. '
Except in i974, see Annex II
See above points 23 and 24
2
3
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44. The Committee on Budgets has already pointed out this problem to the
Council and Commi""ior] but has not received a satisfactory ans\^rer. But with
time the problem is becominq more acute in so far as the 'agricultural'
supplementary budgets :
- are involving large amounts which substantialiy alter the original eEtimate
and thereby make the financing of the Community budget an unstable and
uncertain matter;
- no longer simply result from the annual price review but also embrace
the fj-nanclal consequences of an errer-increasing number of 'related' measures.
45. In prac-,ice, then, these supplementary budgets are in the nature of a
second Commurity budqet and are in fact the annual agricultural budget pr:oper.
The appropri rtions allocated in December as part of the initial budget are
therefore no more than simple est.imates made with no real attempt to foresee
actual expenditure.
46. Now that the problem has been stated, the Comni.ttee on Budgets must
pursue its deliberations with a vievr to proposing means of remedying this
situation, whbh appears to be in glaring contradiction both with the new
Commr.rnity Financial Regulatior,2 .rrd with the principles of budgetary orthodoxy
and administration.
CONCLUSIONS
47. The Committee on Budqets requests the commj-ttee uesponsible to take
acceunt iDjls motion for a resolution of the following conclusions:
(a) the price increase should be limited Lo 2% as proposed by the Cornmis-
sion, on the underetandi.ng that there should be no price increasa for
eurplue products;
(b) the Commission's proposal-s concerning agri-rnonetary and related measures
are to be welcomed since they should lead to improvements in the common
market organizations.
48. The Committee on Budqets further requests the committee responsibte to
include the flrllow-Lnq provisions in its 4o'Lipnlo_:L_a__fggglg_tion:
(a) the Commission is invited to propose, for the 1979 budget, a system
of brdgeti-zing revenue and expenditure connected with the co-responeibility
lewy on milk which fuIly guarantees the European Parliament's budgetary
rights;1 s"" the 1977 report of the ad hoc working party (Doc. ll9/77, pp.37-39))
- Article I(5): 'In the event of unavoidable, exceptional or unforseen
circumstances, the Commissj-on, may submit preliminary draft supplementary
or amending budgets.
- 
s2 
- 
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(b) the Conmission is also invited to submit propoeals capable of eolving
in future the problems connected with agrieultural supplelrentary
budgets;
(c) Parlianent reserveg the right to iqitiate the conciliatien procedure
shouLd the Council intend to deviate from its opinion.
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1. TOTAI, EAGGF EXPEIIDITURE
Guarantee
5,570 (95.5%\
4l{NEtsl
EAGGF 1976
FII{ANCIAL TABIJE
5,834 m u.a.
Guidance
264 (4.5%\
2. EAGGF GUARJ\\ITEE SECTION: TO{TAL EXPEIIDITURE BY TTPE OF OPERJ\TION
5,574 m u.a
Aqr:'.cu1tural cxpenditure Elnctarv cxpcnditure
4,7115 (84,5%1 865 (L5.5%l
com- 1 . price support 1, 705 (36 .2%) com- 1 . !'tcA 505 ( 59 - 5%)prising Prising
- 2. re funds L ,47 4 ( 31 .37")
3. storage L,225 (26%) 2' Accession
4. withdrawal, comPensatory anounts
denaturation 3OO (6 .4/"1 360 (40 ' 5%)
4,7O5
865
+ 1.4
+39.7
Total 5,160 5,57O + 7.9
4. EAGGF CUARANTEE SECTION: AGRICULTURAL EXPENDITURE BY SECTOR
4,7O5 m u.a.
1. Dairy products 2,O5L
2. I'leat (beef, veal, pork) 67L
3. Cereals and rice 635
3. paeer CUaru\l{TgE SpCttON: COr\PeRISON BEI'IiIEEN USTTI'UITES/nESULTS
5,570 m u.a.
Egtimatcs Rcgult DircrcPanev
(lnlttaI budget $)
1975)
Agricultural erq>enditure 4,63?
l,tonetarv expenditure 523
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4. oils ard fate
5. fruits and vegetables
6. tobacco
7. sugar
8. winc
9. othera
309
244
229
225
L72
L67
5. PAEEF GUARA
5,57O m u.a.
France
ItaIy
Gcrmany
Netherlands
U.K.
Denmark
Bclgiun
Ireland
Luxamlcourg
L970
L97L
L972
L973
L974
1975
L976
Expenditure bY
countrv
I, 409
1, 053
880
757
458
432
337
225
I
Grors exnenditure
0.55
o.29
0 .38
o.47
0 .34
o.46
o.47
$. SAEGF GUAR,ANTEE SECTION: TOTAL EXPENDITURE 4S PERCENIAGE OF COUMT,NITY GNP
1 i..., after dcduction of agricultural revenuc (levlea and sugar production
Ie uY)
Source: EAGGF Financial Report for L9'76
-95-
i
Percentaqe
expenditurc
25.3
I8.9
1s.8
13.5
8.4
7.?
6
4
0.14
1Nct cxpcnditure-
0.37
0.1s
o.24
0.40
0 .30
0.40
0.38
cultural product-
ion
26.8
J.e.2
22.9
8.3
1I.8
4.7
4.2
1.9
0.1
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ANNEX II
BUDGETAtr ESTIMATES AI{D RESUI,TS
REI.ATII{G TO THE EAGGF GUARAMEE SECTION
rpsglEx
L973
L974
L975
L975
L977
Budqet
+ 854
+ 260
+ 717
+ 934
- Taking ac'count
Estimates
, r"tat", 
""""a.r.t '
Budqct
2,942
3, 513
3,980
5,150
6,167
of carry-fonrards and transfcrs of appropriations
3,614
3,LO7
4,727
5,570
(not avallab1e)
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OPINION OF THE COMMITTEE ON THE ENVIRONMENT, PUBLIC HEAI,TH A}ID
CONSUMER PROTECTION
Draftaman: Mr W. ttl0f,f,Pn
On 25 January 1978 the Committee on the Environment, Public Hea1th
and Consumer Protection appointed I,1r !{i11i Miiller drafteman.
It considered the draft opinion at its neeting of 22 February 1978
and adopted it unanircusly.
PreEent: !,tr Ajello, chairmant I,Ir Baas, vice-chairmani !,tr Willi l,liiIler,
draftsman; l,!r Andersen, I'Ir Dj,dier, Mr Edwarde, llr Lamberts, Lord St. Oswald
and lilre Sc-uarcialupi.
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I. The Cormission's proposals for t,he 1978'79 marketinq vear
The Commission's proposals for Lhe L978/79 marlieting year may be
eubdivided as follows:
I. The fixing of common agricultural prices and related measures,
2. Agri-monetary measures to phase out monetary comPensatory amounts,
3. Proposals on lvlediterranean agriculture.
1. Sglgg-rrggegg3ls
The Ct>mmission proposes an average 2% iacrease in common agricultural
prices for the new marketing year, thereby maintaining its previou's policy
of cautious and moderate price increases.
The following price adjustments are proposed for certain important
products: durum wheat - 3.59%, common wheat + 1.26%, rye - L.52%, maize -
3%, rLce ! O%, sugar + l.!5%, olive oil + 8.O7%, table wine + 2%' nLLk
+ 2/", beef and veal + L.25%, pigmeat + 3%.
The Commission has propoEed these price adjustments to take account
of the gen()r'al economic situation, the situation on certain agricultural
markets and the needs of the agricultural- community. Had the Commission
considered solely the needs of the agricultural community in formulatins
its price proposals, it would have arrived at an average increase of 4.L8/"
by the 'objec#-ive method'. Quite rightly it did not consider this increase
justifiable in view of the general economic situation.
2- l9lr=S9!9!3rg-!9399r99
On 3I October Lg77L the Commission submitted to the Council a proposal
relating to the fixing of representative convereion rates in agriculture,
and the graduaJ- phasing out of monetary compensatory amounts. In the context
of the Lg78/'19 price package this proposal Provldes for a minimum MCA
reduction of l/71h.
3- 993:sr99-!9-3e9le!-geqr!9r13s93s-1s+ssl!ss9
The individual measures here are:
(a) structural measures: collective irrigation projects, improvements in
16s r,)ad, electricity and drinking water supply networks, afforestation
measur:es, an improved agricultural advisory service and the conversion
of areas under vines in the Languedoc-Roussillon region.
(b) l.,larket organization measures: improvernent in the market organization
for fruit and vegetables wine and olive oil, and the reorientation of
agricultural production by expanding soecifi.- Bcct6s.
laor(rz ) 4r,2 of 31. Lo.Lgll
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II. The initial situation
1- ls=ssl!ers-3!g-!Is-99e!ggy-il-g:ls::-r
In the explanatory memorandum to its price proposalsl th" Commission
properly points out that the community is still suffering from an economic
recession c raracterized by unemplolzment (5.6%) and inflation. Some industrial
sectors, su,:h as steel, textiles, and shipbuilding, are facing particular
problems. Agriculture is suffering lcrr in comparlecn bccaurc of cxirtlng
market organizations with their price and market,ing guarantees, protection
against cheap imports from third countries and compens&tory amounts which
cushion the effects of currency fluctuations. In this uray farmers can to
some extent safeguard their incomes by increasing production (without running
the risk of not being able to sell their products). On the other hand, it
is clear that agriculture is going through a period of contraction and con-
version whir:h ls resulting in the closure of many small farms, a drift away
from the corrntryside and unemplolzment. In a period of general economic
recession this contraction is causing quite specific problems.
2 - 3r!s9-!19g9e-re-!be-gesBssi!v
The Community's L977 inflation rate of 9.7%waa high again, although
it ranged from 3.7% ta cermany to L5% in ttaly. The general upturn in prices
resulted partly from price increases for food and drink (3.2% in Germany and
L6.9% in Italy). However, producer prices for agricultural products in L977
showed a dorrnward trend. The producer price index ranged from - 4% i-o Germany
and the Netlrerlands to + L2.3% ),a Italy and + 2L% in lreland. This downward
trend is partly accounted for by reaction to the relatively high rates of
increase noted in 1975 and 1976. On the other hand, it is possible that the
Cornmission's cautious, anti-inflationary price policy is beginning to record
its first successes. In the L977/78 markctinq ycar, thc avcrage lcvcI of eoren
agricultural pricee expresaed in units of account increaeed by only 3.9/", aa
againet 7.7% Lt L976/77 and 9.6% Ln L975/76.
3. r-sE311!sse-93-ssE!3r!-3sr19sl!s13l-s3rEg!9
The irrbalances on certain agricultural markets (e.9. milk and,roilk
products, sugar, wine, olives, fruit meat) persist. The Commission feels
that in 1978 the surplus situation in milk and milk products and sugar will
be even more acute.
1"or(zz | 525 final, volume L, P.2
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A disturbing trend has also been noted in olive oil and certain kinds of
tobacco.
On l- F,:bruary the intervention stocks of skimmed milk powder stood at
approximat,e.i-y 900,000 tonnes, despite massive releases from stock in recent
months. Seasonal factors brought butter stocks down to 18I,849 toonea. For
some monthe now the intervention stockE on the beef and veal market have been
fluctuating around 320,000 tonnes. In the L977/78 marketing year the
Commission expects a Community sugar surplus of 3.3 million tonnea.
WheEeas the annual population increase in the Community is less than
I%, agricraltural production has increased over the past ferr,r years by 2-3%
(milk 1.7%, sugar 2.6%, wine 2.2/", beef and veal 2.7%, cereals l/"). Futher-
more, it is noteworthy that the per capita consumption specifically of those
products with a structural surplus is stable or even decreasingl.
The Commission identifies two major causes of imbalance between supply
and demand on the markets concerned2,
(a) the partly unlimited marketing guarantees which tead to farmers safe-
guarding or even increasing their income by increasing production,
(b) the relatively high IeveI of pricee which has a negative effect on
consumption.
Experience has shown that in a period
the negative effect exerted by high prices
recession and high unemployment,
consurnption is particularly marked.
of
on
Despite this disturbing situation your corui{ttae could not agree with
the demands made by some producer groupE for a general price fteeze for
eurplus products. So drastic a price policy would be particularly anti-eocial
in a period of economic recesEion becauge it would force ,nany Bmall farmerg
to give up farming with no proEpect of finding employment i.n other economlc
eectors. I,lcreover, the price policy on lts own aeems to be a mogt ungultable
instrument for restoring market balance in the short term. Your conmlttee
is of the opinion that the agricultural policy - together with a moderate
price policy 
- 
should pursue more intensively two Iines of approach:
(a) the restriction of sometimes unlimited marletinT guarantees in one
form or another, and effective co-responsibility on the part of the
farmers,
(b) the extension of the present structural, regional and social policy
which is still in its earlY stages.
Itgll Report on the
2cou(lll 525 fina1,
agricultural situation, p.99
Vo1ume l, p.6
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Your committee welcomes the Community's programme for l{editerranean
agriculture. Hohrever, it must express its concern at the fact that the
structurat policy is still the Community's cinderella, as a simple glance
at the budget wilI prove. The ratio of expenditure between the EAGGF'g
structural policy and Guarantee Section is 5:95. .qpart from the relatively
marginal natureof this structural- programme, in practice it does not
produce the desired effect. According to unofficial information from the
Cornmission, there have so far been only 11,500 applications from farmers
wishing to take advantage of the Community's non-marketing and conversion
prograrune in the rnilk sector; and of these, some 10,000 came from Germany
alone. In the other countries, therefore, the programme seems largely to
have fallen on deaf ears. The co-responsibility levy on milk, which, moreover,
your commit:tee welcomes, will largely be offset by the present Iow prices for
feed concentrate and by favourable production condilions.' ,h" Commission
eatimates, therefore, that milk production in 1977 will increase by 3% and
er(pects a similar increage in 1978. An effective co-responsibility levy
would consequently have to be much higher.
The same is true of sugar.
market balance but t.his was due
quotas were fixed in accordance
high a level-. We muet wait and
Commission is adequate.
The quota system was unable to restore the
in no smaIl measure to the fact that the
with political considerations and at too
see whether the reduction proposed by the
Nor can intervention stocks be effectively reduced by special sales
promotions,7O,000 tonnes of butter were released frcm stock for the Christmas
butter promotion and 50,000 tonnes of fresh butter bought in. This measure
was therefore only a moderate and relative success. Nevertheless, campaigns
of this nature should be introduced more frequently, eepecially for the
benefit of the Community's underprivileged classes. And in Iine with the
Commission's proposals, food aid for the least developed countries should
be increased.
4. I!e-sgss!3sv-:L!s3!r9!-3 !g-!!9-!9s9-!e-E!3se out l"lcAs
The aim of the community's agricultural policy is to bring about a
single rnarket with cornmon agricultural prices. Today the Community is further
rernoved frorn this goal than it was when the common agricuJ-tural policy began.
At present prices vary from country to country by as much as 4O%. The causes
are to be found in the divergent national economiee with their regional
imbalaoceg, the differing trends in costs and prices, the lack of convergence
bet\^reen th€ economic policies of the Member States and in the non-cxistent
common monetary policy. In order to remedy this situation and uphold
lcotl(27 ) 4go final, volume L, P-7
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the objective of the common agricultural market, the system of ,green rateE,
and monetal'y comPensatory amounts was introduced. However, this system has
been abl-e t:o eradicate distortion of competition between the Member states.
rt is self-evident that tEAs muit be phased out if the common agricultural
market is to be considered aE a practical politlcal goal and not elmply a
theoretical exercise. on the other hand, the phaeing out must be gradual 
-
as the cornmiseion ProPoses - because of the impact this meaEure will have on
production, prices and consumption. But at the same time it muat not rre
used as a pretext for increasing the common agricultural- p3ls6s cxorceeed in the
of account.
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III.
Bl-..lLl) on the cost of livinq and food prices
1' EIIe s!-eg-!!e 
-99!sl9s 19!- e-pr9p9s gle-9!-!3!i9!9-r-Br9gss9r 
-Erlsgl
To eetimate the national price changes for thc LgTg/7g markcting
year it ie neceeeary to coneider the combined effect of the increaee
in the co[trnon agricultural prices expressed in units of account and the
'green rate' adjustments. The commiesion has made thiE calculation,
taking acccunt of the 'green rate' adjustments recently effected by
France, rtaly and the united Kingdom and the adjustments it had
proposed wjthin the framework of the price package. Trhe.reEurts are
as follorrrs:
Effects of propoeed price increaqee. in. units of qccaunt and
of adjustmints in (he green 
"*=dn"y ratea on.p"odu"er pri'ces'e:<preased in the national cr.urencias'-
n units of
ccount
Green rate ad
tions already
agreed
Effect of reduc-
ing MCA by one-
seventh (1)
Combined
effect of
green rate
change andprice rises
Germany
France
Italy
Netherlands
Belgium
Luxembourg
Denmark
United Kingr
Ireland
2.L
I.9
1.5
2.L
2.2
1.9
2.2
2.O
L.7
2.6
6.4
(2t
(2)
(4t
- 1.1
2.L
(3)
- o.2
- o.2
- o.2
(3)
o.3
1.O
6.7
8.1
1.9
2.O
L.7
2.2
10.3
2.O
Community 1.9 3 .3 (s) 5.3
(1) Based on 'Diminution des Ecarts de L/7 ', version No. 9, of VI/G/ 
(21
(3)
(4)
Effective from I
1 February l97A
Assuming that nofixing
February L97A. In the case of ltaly, effective fromfor milk, beef and veaI, pork and augar
further green rate change will take place in the price
Part of the adaptation entered into force 2 February L97g, for beef
a-nd vear and pork, full effect comes into force in itl cases withthe start of L978/79 campaign years
(5) combined effect of green rate changes already agreed and reduction ofexisting MCAs (except for rtaly and the unit;d iingdom) by one-seventh
I
,:!
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Ttre table clearly illugtrates the effect of ,green rate, adjustmentson natioral pricea. The combined effect on prices amountE to only L% forcermany' r'7% for Luxembourg and L-T/" for the Netherlande but to 6.7)6 forFrance' g'L% for rtaly and ae much as Lo.?A for the united Kingdom.
The figures also illuetrate the varioug probtems facing the countriesconcerned: in tha L97g/1979 marketing yelr, farmera in the Beneluxcountriee and in Germany will 0nce aguin euffer a r.oae in real incomeaE a reault of etable pricee (the nouinal ratee of increaae ar€ l*rerthan the rate of inflation) , while consumera in France, rtary and theunited Ki:gdom will 0nce more face price increases resulting from therelativelT high rate. of increase at the producer stage. Against the back_ground of these divergent national intereets, the Comnission,s proposalsrepresent a step in the right direction. rts price propoeals reflecta etability po.licy purauing ,0ng-term aime thich seem to be egrritable.Although they carl for speciar eacrificee in the intcreste of stabirityfrom farmers in the countries vrith strong currencies, esp€cially theBenelux countriee, this app€ars acceptabrc Eince agriculture has enJoyeda certain amount of protection in the preaent difficurt economic situation.
your cortrnittee also eupports the conmission,s view that becauee oftheir effect on national prices, ,green rate, adjuetments should beincluded in the annual farm price review.
EEI9 s !- gI- !!9-ggsiser gl- s-prgpgs3_1s- 9!_ rls_ s9s!_ 9€_ _llyr9s_ 33gfeeg_p=Isse
rt is very difficult to eetimate the effect of the corurission,apropoeals. ft depende on a number of varying factore, euch as the amountof raw material contained in the end product, the supply_and_demand situati.onon the var'Lous markets, production trends, the food products, share inthe overall cost of riving etc. rn the past the comnission has thereforeonly given rough overarl estimates of the effect of its proposals, hrithvirying EuccesE. This .-yeii F dt th" 
=equrgt etthe parliamentary committees 
- it has submitted the forl*ring unotficialcountry-by-country estimate of the effect on prices:
2.
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Effects of proposed price increases in
green currency rates on consumert ptfoa"
of account and of adjustments in the
tooastutfS anA on iogt of ftvlng.,
units
for
I
Ho
1I
I
tr
trt
UlN
os{
Ht
P.5
in units of account rate adaptations al-ready agreed Effect of reducing MCA byone-seventh Combined effect ofgneen changes and ucprice rises
food cost ofliving food
r.1
3.2
4-5
cost ofliving food cost ofliving food coet ofliving
I Germany
lrr"rr".
I
I 
rtalv
Netherlands
Belgium
Luxembourg
Denmark
United Kingdom
Ireland
1.1
o.8
o.8
o.9
r.1
L.2
1.3
1.1
L.2
o.2
o.2
o.2
o.2
o.2
o.3
o.3
o.2
o.3
o.2
1.o
o.8
o.6
o.8
- 
o.1
- 
o.1
- o.1
o.2
o.I
o.2
-o
-o
-o
o.1
o.5
2.A
4.o
o.8
1.o
1.1
I.3
5.8
L.4
o.1
o.6
1.3
o.2
o.2
o.2
o.3
1.r
o.4Corununity o.9 o.2 1.6 o.3 2.6 o.6
The figures speak for themselves and amply illustrate the need for
a country-by-country estimate. In future, such an estimate should also
be drawn up for each product and each group of products to enable reliable
and meaningful forecasts to be made.
Refer lnce should also be made to the fact that the process whereby every
price increase at the producer level affects all subsequent stages
(processing industry, wholesaler and retailer) is nrt included in these
esLimates and, since there are no empirical data available, it probably
cannot be calculated without very extensive studies.
But even if we include this in our calculations we can see that the
effect of the Commission's price proposals is less than the general rate
of inflation expected in L}:e L978/79 marketing year and will therefore
stabilize :'ather than increase prices.
- 
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IV. CONCI,USIONS
It-e Comnittee on the Environmcnt Public Health and Consumrr
Protection
1. Welcomes the fact that the Corunission ig regolutely continuing its
cautious anti-inflationary policy and hotrre thaE the Council will
endorse this policy;
2. Agrees that UeAs should be gradually phased out and firmly supportg
the Commiseion's view that 'green rate' adaptations should be
conEidered as part of the arurual price package and jointly discuesed
and adopted ry the lttember States
3. Shares the Conunission'e point of view that imbalances on certain
agricultural markets are cuased by the 
- 
partly 
- unlimited marketing
guaranteee at a relatively high price level and that even a rnoderate
price policy cannot eolve thie problem in the short term;
4. Looks for Conurission propoeals, based on its analysie of the situation,
for measures to solve the problem of unlimited marketing guaranteeE
and to .:rovide for effective and perceptible forms of co-responsibility
for fariners in the case of surplus products;
5. Looks for forecasts of production, consumption and sales of agrlcultural
products which will provide those responsible for taking national and
Corununity decisions with long-term data on production, marketing and
consumption;
5. fs of the opinion that the Community polisy on safeguarding farmers'
incomes b1z neans of prices alone has its weakneeees and fau1tE;
hotrres, Lherefore, that the Comnission will show sufficient courage to
suppleme'nt it b'y a stronger, regolute structural policy rchich will take
account of regional differ€nces in agriculture and the social intereets
of those concerned, and which will also duly acknorrledge the public value
of agriculture in protecting the environment and the countryeide;
7. Assumes that such a 1rclicy will have to be financed by the Connunity and
Ittenber States'budgets and propoEeE as a first step that the appropriations
for the Guidance Section of the EAGGF should be increased at the ex;rense
of those for the Guarantee Section;
- l,oz - PE 52.A47./fin-
8. Regretr that the Comnission iE unable to calculate more sPecifically
the effect of its price proposals on the cost of living and food
prices product by product and country by country and calle on it to
initiate the studiee and create the conditione which will enable it
to do so in the futurcl
Urges the Comfliesion to launch special campaigns to offer intervention
products to the Conununity's underprivileged classeg and aleo to uEe
these products in greater measure as food aid for the benefit of the
least developed countries;
10. Requests the committee responsible, the Corunittae on Agriculture, to
take account of these recommendations and conclusions in its motion
for a resolution, insofar as it has not already done eo.
9.
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